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@!ftorful

This magazine is being published after a gap of thirteen years which is sufficient

testimony to the efforts put in by all concerned in bringing out this volume.

The response to our call forarticles can atbest be called lukewarn; however we

would like to contmend those who came forward with afticles ranging from extractive

metallurgy to the latest innovations in technology. Overall, we have tried to make this

journal a window to the developments taking place in metallurgy-both in process and

equipment.

Our only plea is that your criticisms be tempered by the fact that we were worklng

under serious time constraints: all the same any suggestions and constructive

criticisms are welcome.

We hope that our effort does not go unrewarded - that this magazine will become

an annual feature of our department and become better equipped to act as a base

for exchange of technical ideas between the facultY and the student community,
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Vice Chancellor

N4[essage

I am happy to know that the Metallurgical Engineering society of
this University is planning to bring out a technicaf magazine

'METAI,LURGICA' which has not been published for over a decade. f laud

the members of the society for taking the initiative to bring out the

magazine. This should help provide a forum for many of the students

and staff members to write materia] of their interest so that theso

interests can be shared and it can lead to greater exchange of

technical ideas. I wish the magazine afl success.

Arcil "h
(N. C.Mathur)
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ROORKEE - 247 667 INDIA
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Nzlessage F"rom 'lthe Patnom.

Its a matter of great satisfaction that ME![AL-
LURGICA is reappearing after a gap of about

13 years. This could not have happened at a more

opportune time, as this year happens to be the

SILVER JUBILEE year of the deptt. Kudos to
the students of the deptt. and particularly to the

members of the editorial board for taking up the

challenge aganist heavy odds and for having made

a goodjob ofit.

On the solemn occassion of the SILVER

JUBILEE, I salute the alumni and the students

who have brought glory and honour to the deptt'

Equally gratifying have been the contributions of

my predecessors my colleagues and of all those

who have served this deptt. in different capacities

from time to time is no small measure to the

development of the deptt.

Having said so it would only be fair for me

to project in a nutshell how the deptt' has progre-

ssed and at what level it finds itself today' It
would be for the posterity to judge how benefici-

al our efforts have been-and how well have we

all risen to the challenges we faced during the

formattve years.

Historical

The deptt. was fouuded in I963 for training

metallurgists at the graduate level. Postgraduate

courses in PHYSICAL & EXTRACTM metallu-

rgy was initiated in 1969. A new specialization

named INDUSTRIAL METALLURGY was initi-
ated in 1979 to impart on applied basis to our

postgraduate Programmes.

R&D efforts

Inspite of limitations in terms of resources &

equipment, the research aclivities initiated in the

early 1970s have had to significant contributions,

This was largely made possible by foresight and

initiative taken by the staff members, many of
whom were trained abroad. Their skills of impr-

ovisation and good contacts in the outside organi-

sations/institutes are largely responsible for keeping

many ofthe research projects going. In this regard

the generous help and assistance received from inst-

itutions such as the IITs, BHU, BARC, DMRL'
NML, RRL, SAIL CSIR, DST, BRNS etc is

gratefully acknowledged.

The R&D efforts are to be divided into five

areas namely :

( i ) Metal casting technologY.

(i i) Thermodynamics and kinetics.

(iiil Alloy design and development.

(iv) Mineralprocessing.

(v) Powder metallurgY.

Besides, very useful work is in progress in

the important areas of corrosion engineering and

in the development of appropriate technologies

for extraction, refining and utilisation of wastes

etc. R&D work on the following themes have

developed to a stage that it has received recogni'

tion both nationally and internationally :

-Slag control & desulphurization.

-Development 
of low cost wear resistant alloy

cast irons

-Development 
of low cost corrosion resistant

alloy cast irons.

-Structure 
- property relations in high strength

grey/malleable irons.

-Development of high strength steels with impro-

vad toughness.

)(1



-Thermo mech treatment of Al-based alloys.

-Development 
of high temperature'

.ODS alloYs.

.Fe-Cr-Al alloys with Zr & Y aclditions

.Superalloys through P/M route-

-Studies on hot extrusion/forging of metal

powders

-Al based composites and alloys through rheo &

compocasting.

Development of alumina tech. relevant to Indian

conditions.

-Production 
of emergy grade alumina.

-Utilization of red mud and dross.

-Studies on lheory of alloy phases.

-stress Corrosion behaviour of HSLA and duplex

steels

-Electroless 
forming

The department has also contributed towards spon-

sored research and projects from SAIL. DAE, IGC

CSIR, UPCSIR, UPSEB, BRNS etc numbering

about 80 have been completed. In all, the depart-

ment has to its credit 28 Ph. Ds, and 80 M.Techs

Staff members have published around 600 papers

in national and internatioul journals.

Recognition of R&D Efforts

DRS award bY the UGC

The laudable efforts of the faculty were initia-
lly accorded recognition in 1983 when the Univer-

sity Grants Commission (UGC)selected the depar-

tment for the award of Department Research Supp-

ort (DRS) totalling around Rs. 30 lacs in the

thrust areas of Metallurgical Thermodynamics (PI

Prof. M.L. Kapoor) and Metal Casting Tech' (PI

Prof. A.K. Patwardhan). It is a happy augury

that the progress in implementing the award,

which is still continuing, has been very satisfactory

as can be judged from the fact that funds earmar-

ked for the purchase of equipments, contingency

travel, books and journals and appointment of
research personnel have been appropriately spent.

Two major instruments purchased from the grants

namelyINSTRON sophisticated multiple testing

facility for characterising materials based on their

tensile, compressive fatigue and fracture toughness

behaviour and Differential scanning Calorimeter

used for the study of reactions/transformations

have been installed at the USIC and are being

extensively employed for R&D. Similarly consi-

derable headway has been made in the rese-

arch projects in the aforesaid thrust areas' A

national level seminar organized by the department

in Oct. 1984 on one of the thrust areas namely

Metal Casting Tech. was a major success.

Specialized funding from the Ministry of Human

Resources Development (HRD) Govt. of Indis

Appropriately enough the Ministry of HRD,

Govt. of India sanctioned to the department, in

Feb. 1986, a special grant of Rs. l5'00lacs for the

modernization of laboratories and workshops'

It has been utilized for importing a few of the

much needed sophisticated equipment namely :

(a) TV type projection microscope HeFg (Au stria)

(b) Micro-hardness tester (USA)

(c) Rapid C, S determinator (West Germany)

(d) Sintermeter (USA)

(e) Electrometer (UK)

(f ) High temperature furnace (upto 1700'C )

(usA)

(g) Stereo-microscoPe (GDR)

(h) Pendulum impact tester calibrated as per

ASTM sPecification-

The department has also acquired a computer

terminal and PC/AT. Few more PCs have been

ordered. Based on an appraisal of our perform-

ance. Ministry has additionally sanctioned a sum

of Rs. 20.00lacs in Jan.iFeb. 1988 for continuing

with the modernization programme.

Selection for the COSIST award by the UGC

The UGC by selecting the department for

(2 )

this award in Feb-March'88 has not only recogn-
ized the department as a centre of excellence at
the national level but has also implicitly recognized
that the department has the potbntial to grow into
a major centre of internationally acceptable stand-
ards.

A shnbtion of Rir: 50.00 lacs for consolidating
iis infrastructuial faeilities would greatly help in
achieving this objectivb. This would be utilized
foi furcha'sing some major equipment such as vac-
uum melting unit, gas analyser, corrosiori tbsting
facility, wdar iestirig lacility arid ofher impbrtarit
equiiimerit. Fund! have alsd been allobated for
building additional spabe, books and journals and
actruiringi a reptographic facility and for special

contingent expenditure. For further consolidation
of brir R&O efforts the thrusi ardas have beert
redbfi ned as :

(i) Metal Casting.

(ii) Me .allurgical ih:rmcJyoamics & Kinetics.

(iiD Alloy development.

It is hoped that this recrignition will further
boost the mordle of the facultv to excell in afore-
said selected areas.

Future Pidjectiohs

It is hoped that with the aforesaid imports
and additional inputs expdcted by way of renewal
of special assistance programmes, the department
will take major strides in developing itself to its
true potential, thereby creating for itself a promi-
nent position not only within the University but
also at the national and international level. It

is hoped that the departmental development will
proceed on the following lines :

(a) Pursuing the present R&D programmes to
their logical conclusion.

(b) Initiationof newprogrammes on new sche-
mes.

(c) Continuance bf thb poiicy of collaboiAiive
programmes with the industry and other org-
anisaii ons/i nstitutionS.

(d) Establishing collaborativeresearch program-
mes/scientific exchange programmes with
other countries.

(e) Establishing links with the industrial sector to
affect transfer of know-how; atr &ro& in which
somb progrebs has already been made.

(f ) Holding of a national-level convention as a
part of the silver jubilee celebrations.

It is hoped that with the co-operation of the
staff and students we will have something very
pbSitive add heartbiling tb report in the next issue
of Metallurgicd.

May I also take this oppurtuhity to bid a fond
farewell to the outgoing students who are leaving
behind an eicellent track record and a fund of
goodwill. They should remember their slay ia
the department with pride being a part of the cov-
eted silver jubilee batch. May they prosper to
glory. I, on the behalf of the entire staff and the
students community wish them the very best and
excellent health.

(3)



Lasen Sunface AttoYln$

Introducdon

This article deals with the surface alloying of

metallic films with substrates by means of laser

,urfur" alloying. This technique offers the possi-

bility of improvements in surface behaviour

witiout affecting bulk properties and with a

minimum consumption of noble or- strategic

"ton"ot.. 
As the name suggests' higher power

density of lasers is made use of in this technique'

Laser beam melts the metal coating and a portion

of the underlying metal ' Since the melting occurs

in a very short time and only at the surface' the

bulk of metal remains cool' thus serving as an

infinite heat sink' Rapid quenching and

resolidification of surface film occurs' Quench

rates as great as I 011 Ks-1 and solidification front

velocities as high as 20 ms-r have been achieved'

Such high quench rates can give rise-.to extended

solid solutions, metastable crystallinc phases

and metallic glasses'

The sequence of events occuring during laser

surface atloying (LSA) is shown schematically in

Fig. 1. In Fie. I (a) the metal substrate (B)

coated with thin metal film (A) is irradiated

with a pulse of laser beam' A fraction of the

incident laser energy is absorbed by free carriers

within the electromagnetic skin depth (10-100

Sanoeep Bagchi' B'E' (Met') lllrd Year

nm), the rest being scattered away' A thin

surface region immediately reaches the melting

point 
"ntl- 

a liquid-solid interface-starts to move

'i;il 
";r"*r; 

a, indicated in Fig' I (b)'I-n Fig I (c)'

the liquicl-sotia interfa'"e-iu' Jtotttd the original

Iilm thiokness and interdiffussion of the film

(closecl circles) and 
- 

substrate (oP-tn circles)

clements stalts' The laser pulse has been nearly

terminated. In Fig' I (d)' the maximum ttll-:n::
nu, been reached' Interdiffusion contlnues'

Resolidification commences now and in Fig' I (e)'

ir. ,"r.ttdtncation interface has moved half way'

In Fig. I (f), resolidification of metal is complete

and a 'surface alloy' of A in B has been produced'

Laser Sources and Scanning

The laser sources suitable for ltA ate

continuous-wave *'Uoo dioxide (CW-COz )'

and Q-switched neodymium doped - 
yttrium

aluminium garnet (Nd-YAG) typ:s'. of these'

the former (Cw-Cd'i i' to'" suited.t" :Tl::""
alloying to a greater depth' General characterts-

tics of CW-COz 1"5s13 or€ as under :

Wavelength Average
Power

Focussed
optical sPot

Focussed

mrcron
10.6

w
200-15,000

mm
0.1- 10

MW/cm2
l-10

Fig. I

(4
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)

MIRROR

A focussed CW laser beam of optical spot

size doer will producd a melt trail of diaoctcr

d"rr (< dopr ). In order thad the beam covers the

whole metal surface to be alloyed, the bbaai is

scanncd over it. Fi!. 2 shows the schematic dirit-

ram of scanning system. The article is placed over

a rotating wheel, the axis of which is moved

slowly in x or y direction. Area cover4ge is

thus achieved by individual melt trails with a

certain degree of oveilibbine.

Consfiletttlon In LSA

(l) LSA involves heat ttansfcr as well as

mass ttdhsfef. Several heat flow models have

been proposed to estimate the temperature of
lasbr heatcd metal a$ a fundtiol of time and at

varioui depths. An appreciation of the order of
melt depth and the seald of the melt tim€ is

rtecessdry to detelmine indss trahsfer. Cousider,

as an example LSA with Q switched laser. Pulsc

lgngfh t; of 'tcnb of iano s€coidds will prodocc

melt times tr'of the order df 50-5N ns, A*l the

metals have tiqtiid pha* tliffusion coefficisnt in

the range l0-4 - l0-5 id2 s-l Thus the

diffusion length of mrxing range (Dr-tr-)1/2for

this case will be 7-70 nm, whioh is signiflcantfy

less than the maximum melt dopth of around 600

n m (A. ). Thus the solute depth profile will be :

concentration peak at the surface sharp fall over

a depth of the order of diffusion length.

CW-COz laser source, however gives a flat

solute depth profile over a large melt depth (on

the scale of millimeters). Convection flow of
solute mbtal is thought to be responsible for such

a profile.

(2) When considering an A''B combination for

LSA. some consideration must be given to vapour

pressures and melting points of the elements

involved. A lbwer melting point, high vapour

piessure metal caitot be deposited on a high

melting point,'riretal' since cxiessive evaporative

loss of low melting metal will occur. Cast Fe

alloys containing high content of P are likewise

not siritable for LSA as birbblbs are formed and

trapped within the resolidified regions.

(3) Spectral abnorptance of a metal decides

the fractiofl'of total laser radiation of s particular

wavelength it is able to absorb. Selection of

the laser wavetengfh is' mdde on the basis of

lowest radiation' loss through teflection. For

dbst riletats;' absdiptafice is less than 0.1 for wave-

lengths gibater than lmicron and increasos sharply

ih tbe visible of near ultraviolet wavclengths'

(4) Tttiugh LSA offers thc porsibility of

extetrded solid solutionst metastable crystalline

LASER OUTPUT

LENS

Fis.2

The area per unit time scanned is dependent

on the effective spot size, the degree of overlap

and the transverse velocity of the area of specimen

at which thc beam falls at a particular instant'

Illetal deposition in LSA

The alloying eiement be may diposited onto

the substrate prior to laser treatmcnt (prddeposi-

tion) or may be injected into the melt' at the time

of laser treatment (codeposition).

Predeposition is done by vabuurh evapora'

tion, sputtering, iori impladtation, elebtroplating,

spraying or rolling. Of these, electroplating and

spiaying give thickei dePosits'

Coileposition eliminates the need for a

scparate step before the laser' treatmeot. Particle

injection directly into the melt tiail pioduced by

CW-COz lisers is the most popular codeposition

mcthod.

(5)



phases etc., nevertheless a study of the equilibrium

solubilities of A-B systems are important ' The

binary metal systems have been grouped into three

categories. l. Mutual solubility in both liquid

and solid state, 2- liquid-state solubility but

limited or non existant solid-state solubility; and

3. systems with liquid state immiscibility'

Systems within group l. (e'g' Cr-Fe' Pd'Ni) at'e

the simplest to work with' Systenrs lalling in

g.oup i. (Ag-Ni, cd-Al etc.) offer one of the

worst thermodynamic obstacles and only very

thin surface alloying is possible' Qroup 2 metal

systems offer the most exciting pospibilities for

devglopment of nel metal alloYs'

LSA of Ferrous Metals

Alloying of stcels with transistion metals viz

Cr, Ni and Mo is a traditonal practice' The Cr'

Ni & Mo are added in high concentration for

protection against corrosion' not necessarily for

bulk structural properties. Almost a third of the

cost of high alloy steels is accounted for the trans-

ition metals. LSA can reduce the transition

metal requirement by 90'99%' Many workers have

sturJied the surface alloying of pure Fe and low

carbon steels with Cr anJ Ni Such surlace allo-

yed steels hold the potential of substituting for

bulk alloYed stainless steels.

LSA of high purity Fe by electroplated Cr

using CW-COz laser was studied. A uniform

387( Cr concentration was found over the entire

250 um melt depth. TEM studies revealed that

the laser surface alloyed microstructure consisted

of austenitic needles in a dislocated ferrite matrix'

Since one of the main interests in LSA of Fe

based substrates is the production of stainless

steel surface equivalent, many a workers have stud-

ied the corrosion behaviour of low carbon steel

samples with Cr and Ni. In one study, surface all-

oys of Cr and Ni with relatively uniform depth

profile were prepared by CW'COz laser alloying

of powders sprayed on steel (AISI 4140)' ttre
nominal concentration throughout most of the

2 mm depth was 29%Cr and 13% Ni by weight'

For determining the corrosion behaviour, this

surface alloyed steel was studied for anodic polari-

zation.. The electrochemical medium was deaer-

ated (lN) 112 SO+ . Commercially bulk alloyed

stainless steel (AISI 304) was also tested in the

same medium for comparison' The results are

depicted in the curent density-potential curves as

in Fig 3.

lo-l 1 lo.' lo" to,'

CURRENT DENSITY t YAlcrr'-

Fie. 3

As can be seen, ,,i,*"" alloyed steel has a

lower critical current density for passivation' when

compared to bulk alloyed 304 stainless steel' This

study shows that it is possible to produce surfa-

ces with the electrochenical behaviour of stainless

steels.

Other LSA APPlications

l. In recent times. the deposition of amorphous

surface layer by laser surfaee alloying has gener-

ated considerable interest' Glassy rnetals are

presently being produced by splat quenching

tectrniquer. But ribbons or wires of only limited

*irc "an 
be proclucctl by such methods' LSA

olTers tlte possibitity of mctatlic glass overlying

over a largc surfacc arco of substrate'

2. LSA studies hitve been made on non-ferrous

metals like Al, Cu, Ni' Ti and Si' In one study'

single phase alloys o[ Cr in Cu with l8 atomic %' Cr

weie produce<t by LSA' lt is not possible for

bulk metallurgical methods to produce single

phase alloys of Cr in Cu at concentrations greater

than a fraction of atomic Percent'

)

+l?

to8

I
. tol

-;S -oC
z
H -o+
oL

'0.8

-l'z

6

solution tn H250g

(deoeroled)

Concluslon

Laser surface alloying is a rapidly emerging

technique of surfase treatment c'f metals' It is

expected that in coming years, it will find increa-

sing acceptance for corrosion resistant, strategic

and electronic applications. The laser alloying

of surfaces has been concentrated on in this

review but the whole field of sl::f;rce modification

by energy beams (Laser" eleltion beams, ion

beams) is yet to reach maturity. It is an exciting

field with many Possibilities-

Reterences

1. C. W: DraPer and J. M. Poate : 'Laser

surface alloying'. International Metals Review

1985, Vol 30, No. 2.

2. L. Buene. D. C. Jacubson, S. Nakahara'

J. M. Poate, C. W. Draper and J. K. Hirvonen'

Laser Irradiation of Nickel; Defect Structures and

Surtace alloying, Laser and Electron Beam-Solid

Interactions and Materials Processing, Edited by

J. F. Gibbons, L. D. Hess and T, W. Sigmon.

The Metallurgist's Believe It Or Not

When blast furnances made slag .' Yes. lt
was after the First World War when Saarcoal

fields etc. were taken away from Germany &

given to France. The patriotic Germans did

their past by churning out tons and tons of
slag from the blast furnaces.

Liquid Sn tossing: Hot liquids are cooled

by transfering them (tossing) from one vessel

to another but liquid Sn is tossed so that the

impurities in the liquid Sn get oxidised and

float to the surface

The 'Bible' that refers the Bible : The
'Bible' of all electric steelmakers is the book

'Eletric Furnace Steelmakrng' edited by Clar-

ence E. Simms. The first reference in the first

chapter reads : ln ancient times steelmakingr ...

, is the bible.

Metallurgists Shape Canadian economy :

The Canadian government got free advice from

the most unexpected quarter-The Canadiant

Mining and Metallurgy Bulletin (ClM Bulletin)
Nov. 1973 issue has two articles namely' The

prevention of low back pain -A challenge' and'

The White collar worker and unionization'.
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lBnecffioness trnadn$ : finlshln€ fon the future

Prologue

Electroless plating is the plating of metal

over another surface without the application of an

electrical curent. The most widely used and

accepted form of electroless plating, by for, is Ni

where Ni salt is reduced on the surface, being

coated usually iron or steel by sodium hypophos-

phite (NaHz POz ). Surface doesnt directly enter

into the reaction. Ni acts as autocataylst and this

permits formation of coating several mils (unit of

thickness) thick, although for this the hypophos-

phite and Ni salt in bath have to be periodically

replenished. Rate of deposition varies between

0.0002-0.0001 inch/hr. Acid or basic bath may

be used. Advantagc is lhat Ni cleposition is uni-

form in thickness. t)roccss is cheap, because

electrical devices ancl sourccs arc not nccded'

These deposits are non por()us ltn<l providc

Typlcal ComPonents

Kumar Manish' B'E. (lll)Met'

excellent protection to a variety of basis metal'

like steel, high alloy steel, stainless steel' brass'

Aluminium bronze, copper, epoxy and other non

conductors and Plastics.

Prolongation

Electroless Ni offers unique properties inclu-

ding uniform deposits in deep recesses' bores &

blind holes. Other features are excellent corro-

sion and abrasion resistance' ductility' lubricity

solderability' electrical properties and high

hardness'

Electroless Ni baths may be of four types'

l. Alkaline Ni - PhosPhorus

2. ,, Ni - Boron

3. Acid Ni - PhosPhorus

4. .' Ni - Boron

for Electroless Ni Bath

ACID ALKALI

77-93 "C 26-95 "CTemperature

4A-5.2 8.5-14.0pH

Depositi<;n in I hr t2.7-25.4 l0-10.7 um

Metal Salt Nickel sulphate

,, chloride

Nickel sulphate

,, chloride

Reducing agents Sodium borohydride

Sodium phosphide

n-dimethylamine borane

Hvdrazine

Sodium borohYdride

Sodium hypoPhosPhite

n-dimethylamine borane

Hydrazine

n-diethylamine borane

Citric acid

Sodium citrate

(8)

Citric acid

Sodium citrate
Complexing agents

(e

Succinic acid

Proprionic acid

Glycolic acid

Sodium acetate

Sodium acid

Lactic acid

Glycolic acid

Sodium acetate

Sodium pyrophospbate

Stabilizers Flouride compounds
Heavy metal salts

Thiourea
Thiorganic compounds
Mercapto benzothriazole

(MBr)

Thiourea
Heavy metal salts

Thiorganic compounds
Triethalomine
Selenium salts.

pH adjustment

Ammonium hydroxide

Sulphuric acid

Ammonium hydroxide

Caustic soda
Sodium hvdroxide

Low temperature bath

NiSO+ : lQ g/litre

NaHz POz : 30 g/litre

Sodium pYroPhosPhate
: 60 g/litre

High temPerature bath

NiSOa : 33 g/litre

Sodium
citrate : g/litre
Ammonium choloride

: 50 g/litre

Atkaline Ni Deposits

These deposits are generally reduced by

sodium hypophosphite at low temperature on

plastics. The drawback of this deposit is less

protection against corrosion adhesion to steel

and difficulty in processing Aluminium due to

high pH. This can produce film having hardness

ZOO VffN with 2% P contamination' The bath

can be used at high as well as low temperature'

500-600 VHN. However post heat treatment

of coating at 400 oC for I hr can take the hard-

ness upto 950 VHN. l16 "C temperature is used

to remove hydrogen embrittlement, if any at all.
Temperature also determine microstructure of the

of the deposit. Depending on temperature, bath

composition, phosphorus content, the post hcat

treatment can totally change the surface micro-

structure resulting in precipitation of phosphides

which make surface extremely hard.

The coating will discolor above 250 oC in air.

This can be prevented either by using inert

atmosphere or vacuum. T'hickness of deposit

ranges from 2.5-250 p However thickness

less than 2.5 y" and greater than 625 y' are being

created.

The various application of this are :-
l. Aerospace and military splines, fluid pumps,

fuse, assemblies, optical mirrors, firearm

components.

2. Automotive heat sinks, knuckle pins' valve

inserts.

3. Computer memory discs, guides and drives'

4. Electronic diode cans, rotor cups, connector

, pins.

5. Fluid power components.

)

Triethalaomine NaHz POz : 17 gllitre
: 100 ml/litre PH :9.5

Temperature:30-35" C Temperature : 85o C

pH of solution is a controlling factor which

controls amount of phosphorus in deposit'

Generally higher pH-means lower phosphorus

contamination. Lower P containing deposits

(6%) typically have less corrosion resistance than

9f deposit.

Temperature is another dominant factor'

The hardness of original Ni-P deposit is around



6. Food processing and packaging equipment.
'1. Medical instruments and equipments.

Foundry toolings.

Petro/chemical pumps, impellers, valves, oil
well packers.

Plastic tools and dies, electrodes screws.

Printing Press nachinery.

Sodium Borohydride deposits 94-95% Ni
and 5-6/, Boron pH : 12*14

Temperature : 90-95 oC

Hardness : 650-750 VHN

Post heat treatment at 400 oC for I hour
raises this hardness to 1200 VHN. Melting point
of the deposits is 1080 oC.

Use in ceramics :-
Techniqucs such as vacuum deposition, gas

metal eutectic methods are generally used for
obtaining metallic deposits on ceramic substrates

but in case of porous ceramics, use of these

techniques lead to diffusion of metal into the

pores thereby causing detrimental effect on insula-
tion characteristics of ceramic.

Electroless method of metal deposition on
these porous ceramic substrate may give coating
of desired porperty Ni-B coatings are considered to
be better because of their better wetting property
soldering/brazing, high mp (1200-1400o C) corn-
pared to Ni-P coating.

Duan-Phase Steen - A New Steen

lFor Autonaolaflles
8.

9.

10.

I l,

Introduction

Dual-Phase Steels(l'2) are a new class of high
strength low alloy (HSLA) steels whose microstru-
cture consists of basically ferrite and martensite.
Dual-Phase (d.p) steels have more than twice the
strength of traditional automobite shcet steel toge-
ther with excellent formability. As a result these

steels are an attraOtive mlterial for weight saving
applications in automobiles and hence fuel econ-
omy. D-p steels are also characterized by contin-
uous yieldlng.behavioerr (no yield point phenome-

non), high rate of work-hardening,low initial yield

stress, together with high uniform and total elon'

S. K. Nath, S. Ray, V.N.S. Mathur and M.L. Kapoor
Department of Metallurgical Engineering

gation. D-p steel can be produced by heating the

hypoeutectiod steel to the intercritical temperature
(a * y) region of Fe-C phase diagram followed

by rapid rate of cooling to transform the austenite

pools in the ferrite matrix to martensite. Apart
from the ferrite and martensite small amount of
pearlite, bainite and retained austenite may also be

present.

theniedl Compositfuns :

Some typicdl compositions are given in
table I (3) 

.

Acidic Ni Deposit : Example of one such
bath is NiSOr : 28 gllitre

Sodium acetate : 17 gl litre
Sodium hypophosphite : 24 gl litre
Lead acetate : 0.0015 g/ litre

Temperature

pH : 4.6

: 82-98 .C.

Boron reduced Nickel deposits are mostly
used in electronic industries. Electronic applica_
tion includes wire and die bondingn pC boards,
integrated circuits and solar conversion devices.

VISL takeover under consideration

The Centre is considering Karnataka's
request for the takeover of the Bhadravathi
based Visweswaraya lron and Steel Ltd by the
Steel Authority of lndia Ltd. provided three
conditions were met.

The Karnataka lndustries Minister, Mr. J. H.
Patel, recently announced in the state assembly
the conditions which are : adequate power
supply, retrenchment of some works, after pay-
ing compensation and sharing of the cost of
the plant's modernization by the Centre and
the state.

Mr. Patel said the State had agreed to fulfil
the first two conditions but had expressed its
inability to meet the third. The Centre had
earlier turned down the plea.

Indian Foundry Journal
Vol. XXX|ll No. 11 Nov. 1987

Page No. 73
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Table 1. Typical Dual-Phase Steel Compositlons' weight percent

Production Technique C Mn Cr MoV AI NSi Other

Continuous Annealing, O.l2

Hot-Rolled gages 0.1I

Continuous Annealing, 0.1I

Cold-Rollod gages

Box Annealing 0.13

1.55 0.61

r.43 0.58 0.12

1.20 0.40

0.06

0.08

0.05 0.007 0.006 0.015 Rare Earth

0.04 0.007 0.012 0.015

0.04 0.005 0.015

2.20 1.50 1.00 0.08 0.020 0.02 Rare Earth

As-Rolled 0.06 0.90 1.35 0.50 0.35 0.03 0.010 0.010 Rare Earth

Heat Treatmont :

D-p sheet steels can be produced by :

(a) Intercriticalheat r,/Continuous annealing

(b) As.hot-rolled condition.

(a) In the continuous - annealing - technique, the

steel sheet is heated for a short time
( - 2 min) into the intercritical tcmperaturetreatment \Box-annealing

( 11 )
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range, [Fie.l] to form 1a * r) mixture,

followed by accelerated cooling to transform

the austenite phase into martensite. The

actual cooling rate is dependent on sheet

thickness and the quenching conditions on a

given annealing line.

to occur-easily at low plastic strains.

Figure. 2 Diagram showing the effect of ageing on

the stress strain curve.

. Because plastic flow begins simultaneously

at many sites throughout the specimen, discon-

tinuous yielding is suppressed. High rate of work-

hardening of d-p is attributed to presence of
dislocation substructure, small martensite islands

and transformation of retained austenite.

Yield and Tensile Strength

From simple composite strengtbening theory'

lhe strerglh of clual-phase steels follow the law of
mixture, i.e.,

oc : oa fn -l- o, (l-fa)
where o. - the strength of d-P steel

oo, - the strength of ferrite

fo - volume fraction of ferrite

o" - the strength of martensite

(l-fa) - volume fraction of martensite

The above equation states that more the amount

of martensite the more the strength of d-p. Yield

strength and tensile strength show almost a

linear increase with respect to martensite volume

fraction increase.

Ductility:

The unusually high ductility of d-p steels

12)

is lrttributcd to mertensite volume fraction, mor-

lrlrology, carbon content of the ferrite' amount of
cpitlxial ferrite and retained austenite.

'l'crnpering of d-p steels :

Tempering(a) may be used deliberately in
somc continuous annealing operations where the

tl-p steels are water quenched from intercritical
rrrrnealing temperature to improve ductility.
l'enrpering may also occur during hot - dip
grrlvanizing operations or during paint-baking cy-

clcs. A low temperature tempering increases yield
strength, lowers tensile strength and causes a

return of discontinuous yielding [Fig- 2].

Weldability of Dual-Phase Steels :

Dual-Phase Steels are generally joined by

resistance spot welding(s) . Flash - butt welding

has also been tried but weldability is poor because

a soft zone(6) develops in heat affected zone and

fracture occurs from this zone.

Applications:

Dual-phase steels are generally being used for
making automobile bodies, rims, wheel disks,
and pipe lines for transporting gasoline. D-p
steels are also under consideration for use in the

power stations for making turbine casingstzr .

Summary:

The microstructure of dual-phase steel con-

sists of ferrite and martensite. This structure can

be produced by intercritical annealing heat treate-

ment or directly after hot rolling. Strength of
d-p steels is a function of martensite volume
fraction the optimum percentage martensite vol-
ume fraction has been found to be around 20/..
Tempering of d-p causes a return of the yield
point.
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Fig. I - The derived equilibrium diagram for Fe-l

wt pct Mn-C alloys; the shaded area indicates the

region in which alloys were heat treated

In the box - annealing technique, a similar

heat treatment is performed. but the annea-

ling times are much longer (- : trr) and the

cooling rates are much slower (- 20' C'/hr)'

Because of the slow cooling rate, much hipher

alloy steels are required to achieve the desired

hardenability.

(b) In addition to the use of intercritical heat

treatment, dual-phase steels have been prod-

uced in the as-hot-rolled condition by care-

fully controlling the continuous - cooling
transformation characteristics of the steel.

This generally requires the addition of subs-

tantial amounts of Si, Cr, and Mo in addition

to about l/.Mn. A typical composition of
as-hot-rolled d-p steel is given in Table l.

Structure-Property Correlations

Yielding Behaviour and Work Hardening

Ferrite - martensite steels, in general, do not
show yield point phenomenon [Fig.2] because the

combiuation of high residual stresses and a high
mobile dislocation density causes plastic flow

13 )
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A very substantial portion of the world's

known resources of nonferrous and precious met-

als is contained in ores rich in sulfides and sulfo-

salts, e. g., pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, galena'

arsenopyrite, tetrahedrite and tennantite. Altho-

ugh some of the ore bodies which contain these

minerals have becn exploited for decades, serious

physical difficulties encountered in concentration

fide have only recently been worked out Complex

sulfide ores can be defined as intricate associations

of chalcopyrite (CuFeSz), Galena (PbS), sphalarite
(ZnS) and pyrite (FeSz ) or pyrrhotite (FeS). These

are important sources of strategic non-ferrous and

precious metals. Due to their intricate minerolo-

gical associations and the texture of the rock that

makes up the ore itself, these ores create problems

during most stages of their overall beneficiation'

Despite the progress made in developing new

processing methods for polymetallic sulfide ores. in

pyrometallurgy and in hydrometallurgy, it is

likely that any of these ore-bodies will be worked

out either at the present time or in the near future

without a stage of physical concentration by flot-

ation, producing non-metallic corlcentrates, bulk-

concentrales or even a combination of both, which

will then feed a hydrometallurgical or pyrometall-

urgical plant. The technique employed by partic-

ular concentrating plant for the seperation of
mixe<l sulfides is tailored to the nature of a parti-

cular ore body. In general the following

factors cause difficulties in flotation of complcx

sulfide ores.

(I) Minerological and textural properties. The

minelals bearing valuable metals may be intima-

tely associated and require fine and consequently

expensive grinding. Rupture of particle bonding'

as exhibited by Galena, may not follow the bound-

Pnocesslng of Copper-Lead -Ztma. Comnpnex

otre fon the l0xtnactlon of N4[etan vatues

sorrrc clritttgcs in tlrc processes then.rselves (more

( ()nlmorr rtsc tll' secluential flotation flowsheets

t:rtlrcl tltitn bulk flowsheets, increased interest in

srrllidc ions. use of carbon pulp to fuse organic

rons ctc.). have been few real innovations (except

lor pulp heating as a means of destroying metallic

xtrrtltatcs in copper-lead and copper-zinc sepera

tion). The grinding proccss is same everywhere'

llowcver, progress in other closely related scien-

ccs lrrs enabled improvement in complex sulfide

ore flotation, mainly as a result of more detailed

knowleclge of the product to be processed and of
grinding, classification and flotation parameters

rrntl also as a result of new equipment. The key

cost factor in milling is the grinding process desi-

gned to produce a much finer flotation feed' This

process has not evolved significantly, despite the

progress of autogenous grindirrg or semiautoge-

nous grinding which is not widely used for very

line size reduction.

While Mining complex pyritic ores, question

lrrises whether to produce bulk concentrate or

sclective concentrate. If there is an appreciable

quantity of copper in the ore and the production

of only bulk concentrate is intended, this may

lead to a concentrate wilh a high copper content'

lnd thus the possibilities of marketing it will be

restricte<i. ln this case it will be necessary to

recover copper, prior to a bulk Pb-Zn concen-

trate. lf it proves impossible to lloat copper

selectively from the lead and zinc, it must be

collected irt a Cu-Pb bulk product and

zinc will have to be floated seperately' In some

ores sphalerite is activated by minute inclusions of

copper in the minerals to such an extent that dep-

ression of the sphalerite will become impossible'

An interesting possibility of controlling the

chernical conditions which govern the flotation is

available through a control of the thiosalt concen-

trations in the pulp, which are produced in large

quantities, owing to the oxidation of the ions

present. Astonishing selectivity improvements

have been achived using SOz gas in flotation' The

use of SOz relates to its ability to promote selecti-

vity both in the copper and the copper-lead flotat-

ation, and in zinc reverse flotation. It can be

concluded that important metallurgical improve-

ments have been achived in this manner. Further-

more, the technique of using sulphur-dioxide

demands adaption of the other additives and in

some cases even a change of collector reagent'

The use of SOz has led to savings in other reagents

rvhile its comparative ease of handling has led to

an improvement in workiug conditions.

In the light of conclusions drawu in India

that it is extremely difficult to produce clean

individual concentrates of lead, copper and zinc

by flotation from the Indian complex Pb-Cu-Zn

sulphide ore deposits, as per specifications laid

dcwn by the Indian smelters, options are left

open to devise an efficient alternate route for

tapping these valuable minerals. Bulk concentrate

containing lead, copper and zinc, if obtained from

such deposits with high recoveries could be

subsequently treated by hydrometallurgical route

for further extraction of metal values' In view of
the considerable density differences between

galena 0.5), chalcopyrite (4.2), sphalerite (4)

and gangue (2 to 3), it can be seen that the

substantial portion of t hese metals could be

recovered by gravity concentration. A lean

sample from dmbamta, the single largest deposit

from Gujarat state has been taken up to produce

buik concentrate. It rvas found that an oxidised

ore of complex sulfide which could give rougher

bulk concentrate with low recoveries of 787i Pb,

9O\ Cv and 88% Zn by flotation alone, when

treated on a jig followed by flotation of jig rejects

with the same reasent system gave a combined

concentrate with improved recoveries of 891 Pb,

94%Cuand92%Zn respectively having more or

less similar grades of metals in the products'

Similar investigations are still on and the

efficiency of the flotation process is improving in

the treatment of complex Cu-Pb-Zn ore'

Complex flotation, is one of the most com-

plicated processes within mineral dressing, and

consequently any process control will be difficult.

Process control of a flotation circuit needs a lot

of input instruments. The availability of a sophis-

ticated scheme such as an optimum multivariable

control may therefore not be as gocd as intended'

However, a good control installation may be
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ary between different constituents. It instead foll-

ows a cleavage surface within the mineral making

complete liberation virtually impossible element

like silver and gold are disseminated in minerals

like pyrite making beneficiation difficult.

The minerological characteristics of complex

sulfide ore deposit influence the flotation

process to be used. As the floatation process

is a surface phenomenon' any alteration of the

mineral surfaces is of great importance' Not

only the flotation parameters. but often the

flotation process itself has to be designed to make

it suitable to a particular ore as per the change

in minerologichl characteristics.

(2) Minerologial variations within the deposit

(flotation rate of undesirable minerals such as

talc, clay etc;) and the existence of oxidation

zones containing soluble salts are detrimental to

selective flotation,

(3) Alteration in the physical and chemical prop'

erties of mineral surfaces caused by fine grinding'

(4) The low mass of the particles to be collected-

such particles are easily swept away by the water

flow and are less easily collected by the bubbles'

(5) Difficulties in evaluation by simple methods

(e. g. naked eye' panning-microscope) of product

qutlity and concentration quality'

(6) Increasccl grinding, thickening, filteration and

flotation cosls duc to high reagent consumption'

Progress ln flotation of complex sulfide ores

Flotation of complex sulfide ores is basically

similar to flotation of sulflde ores containing well

developeci crystals. Although there have been

)14



valuable, even when it is not working all the
time. Smart operators do I earn the trick of how
to run the plant more efficiently from the cont-
roller and may find short cuts to achieve this.
An efficient strategy is to find a part of the
flotation cut that is critical for Cu flotation and

optimise it.

The Processing of Concentrates:

As has been discussed above the beneficiation
of Pb-Zn-Cu complex ores can be done quite
efficiently by flotation. By these flotation
processes we can get concentrate quality
trating quantity' as required by different concen-
trating units which have different denrands and
these are acquired by varying selectivity in
flotation processes. Though methods of flotation
are indispensable, actual chemical beneficiation
processes for concentrations of complex ores
generallyinclude hydrometallurgical or pyrome-
tallurgical processes. These processes if used
individually have low efficiency but are
still important.

Pyrometallurgical :

The conventional pyrometallurgical process
is the Imperial Smelting Process. This is a
process in which ZnO is reduced by Carbon to
produce Zinc.

This process is carried out in an Imperial smelting
blast furnace. In this Zn is evolved in form of
vapours, molten lead is then used for condensing
it. The advantages of this process are as follows-

(l) Sirnultaneous smelting of low grade and com-
plex mixed Zn and Pb ores and concentrates
in order to recover both Zn and Pb.

(2) Higher overall thermal effieiency,

(3) The furnace operation is fully automated.

(4) Mechanism can withstand frequent shut downs.

Conventional pyrometallurgical process has of
course many drawbacks. Znthat finds its way to
a Cu concentrate and Cu in a Pb concentrate is
always discarded in the slag as a waste and creates
serious smelting problems. In such cases, the

cost of production by smelting process becomes

unfavourable and new approaches to process these

ores becomes more attractive.

The ISP method is the conventional method

used but now new pyrometallurgical techniques for
the chemical beneficiation of complex sulfide ores

are being developed, albeit with little success in
achieving the higher officiency. Still their signifi-

cance cannot be overlooked. One such method as

a representative is given in brief here. Bolidon
Metal Co. has developed a technique 1o treat the

complex Pb-Zn-Cu ore containing As, Sb, Bi

along. Tests were carried oul to treat such

complex concentrates at TBRC. These tests

resulted in a new method to treatcomplex copper
raw materials and produce a blister copper low
in i mpurities. The mechanical agitation of the

bath provides good mixing of the reactants. The

tempereture as well as the oxidation potential
of the gas phase can be controlled by using

extraneous fuel. Steps ofthe process are as under-

l. Autogenous smelting of matte.

2. Elimination of impurities by rotation of
converter.

3. Converting to white metal.

4. Converting white metal to blister copper;

smelting and converting carried out autogenously.

Smelting of concentrate is carried out contin-

uously and slag is transported either to slag for-
ming plant or to dump. A computer calculates

the feed rate, oxygen to concentrate ratio and

amount of air. If Bi. As,Sb,Pb, or Zn are too high,

impurities can be further eliminated by special

treatment. Converter is then rotated at a speed of
30 rpm. At the samc time oil and oxygen are

blown in the convertor. Converting of white metal
to blister copper is cltrriecl out in a normal way,

copper-blow is rcyclecl. Matte and white metal
are fed continuouslY.

Hydrometallurglcal :

Hydrometallurgical processes based on leach-
ing and preciptitation can meet the requirements

of complex Cu-Pb-Zn ores.
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llr lryrllrlrrrcltllurgicul llowsheets. processing of
t'ornplcx sulfirle orcs dcpends upon nature of
Itnnltuc rnatcrills and composition of various non-
I'crrous nrctllls. The lirst major steps is absorption
ol'lhc non-ferrous alloys by cementation, precipi-
Ittlion. solvcnt extraction or electrolysis.

l)uc to vigorous mixing of materials inside a
l'luosolid roaster, the temperature throughout the
bcrl ritmtins constant. By fixing proportion of
rrir to solid feed in the roaster, calcine and gas

conrpositions can be controlled. Hence, selectiv-
ity in sulfation can be achieved. After this most
<rf Cu & Zn can be dissolved in dilute H2 So4 . Pb
:tnd Fe remain in the residue. Cu is removed by
cemcntation. Modified step of this is a method
based purely on electrolysis. Electorlysis of Zn
lakcs place and hence Cu and Zn are seperated.

Pressure leaching for the treatment of comp-
lcx sulfides has been suggested on I purely theori-
ticel basis. Autoclaving (75 atm) would take
nrost of the iron. For seperation of Cu from Zn
prcsent in leach solution, we obtain leach liquor
dcprived of Fe by electrolysis. Zinc is selectively
recovered by solvent extraction with kerosene
solution of ethyl hexyl phosphoric acid. lf Cu
content of the Zn concentrate is high electrowin-
ning may be used straight away.

Since the availability of reasonably high-grade
complex sulfide ores is far from exhausted, research

interest in this area continues. The recent exami-
nation of the cementation of Cu-pb-Zn concenrra-
tes, using various metals as reductdants have been
fruitful. The effect of silver on the leaching of
a complex copper sulfide concentrate was studied
by Gerlach. Direct oxygen-pressure leaching of
Cu-Ni and Cu-Zn concentrates in Hz SO+ was
found to be selective for Zn, but such a seperation
could not be nrade between copper and nickel.
Pb smelter mattes are being used successfully,
treated by Clz -Oz leaching in hydrochloric acid
and brine. Hydrometallurgical methods can be
adopted to small seale operations more easily
than conventional smelting and refining.

Conclusion :

Comparision of Fnergy requirements in the
Pyro and hydrometallurgical treatment of a hypot-
hetical Cu-Pb-Zn ore has shown, that a combined
treatment was more e fficient than either, alone. So
as a conclusion, we can mention that a flowsheet
must be developed taking maximum advantages
of the new developments is flotation technology
to produce better concentrates and then these
concentrates must be processed by a combination
of pyro and hydrornetallurgical processes, the
flowsheet for which may be developed onty by
extensive experimentation and research,

The nation which gains control of iron soon
cquires the control of gold.

Thomas Carlyle
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Shape Mlemory Annoys=A cnitial Review

Introduction

A material apparently plastically deformed
at a suitable temperature recovers, fully or partially
its original shape on subsequent heating to a
moderately higher temperature. Strains of the
order of upto 8-10ft can be thus fully recovered,
the magnitude of the recoverable strain varying
with the material, and for a given material var.ying
with the grain size, texture, and the conditions
under which the strain is effected. Subsequent cool-
ing to the temperature at which deformation took
place does not restore the specimen to its defor-
med configuration.

Study of Origin of SME

Shape Memory Eflect has been observetl in
Cu-Zn1'2, Cu-Zn-Si, CuZnSn, Cu_Al3
Cu-Al-Nia, Au-Cd5 , ln-Tlo, Ag-Cd7 .

Ag-Zne, Ni-Al, Ni-Tie , U_Nb etc. Limited
SME behaviour has been observed in Fe Mn1o,
Fe Ni steels", Fe-ptl2, Fe-Ber3, Fe-Cr_Ni,
Fe-Mn-C, Co-Nita, 304 Stainlesslo steel.
pure elements Co, Ti and, Zrla

SME is due to a reversible martensite trans
formation taking place. Lattice softening appears
as a premonitory phenomenon in thermoelastic
martensitic transformation and has an intimate
relation to the shear mechanism and nucleation
of thermoelastic martensitel 7

SME involves three Cases 17

( i ) A thermally produced martensire is first
deformed and upon subsequent heating its original
shape is recorered in the temperature range from
As to Ar (F phase In-Tl alloys).

Akshey Sehgal
B.E. (Met.) Final Year

(i i) A martensite is induced by deformation
in the temperature range from Ms to Md, delorm'
ation strains are retained upon removing the app-
lied stress, and upon subsequent heating its shape

can return into the original shape in the tempera-

ure range As -Ar or higher (Cu-Sn alloys).

(iii) A thermally produced martensite is first
deformed and upon subsequent heating the initial
shape of the thermal martensite can be re covered
at a certain temperature below As (Ni-Al alloys).

Possible mechansims include the Inter Twin
growth mechanism proposed by Liebermanls,Chang
and Readle By experimenting with single crystal of
martensite formed by a single interface trasforma-
tion of a single crystal of parent phase whose
room temperaturc strucutre was orthorhonrbic
Lieberman proposed that within rhe volume of
crystal affected by a moving twin interface the

lattices of the two variants are trvin related the
crystal strucutreg are not related. So when a
(l I l) interface, moyes under stress, converting one
variant to another, local atomic rearrangements
similar to card shufles are necessary to put atoms

in the proper twin positions. Until these rearrang-
ements occur the twinned part is in a higher
energy state than the unaffected past of the cryst-
al and thus on removal of stress these movements
are reversed these atomic rearrangements require
about 26 KCal/mole of activution energy. After
the rearrangcnlents lhe rvhole crystal is stabi-
lisecl in its lowest state uncl on removing the stress
no restoring force exists.

The s trcss or Strain induced Reversible-growth
Martensitc2o that plates of martensite with orien-
tations ancl shear directions favoured by the
dominant shear required by the imposed macros-
co;ric change in shape grow, while other variants,

)(18 1e)

fr.rr ljrvoulrrhly oricnlcd, shrink. The growth isrrrccfrruric;rlly rcvcr.siblc antl so the growth processfn lhcrnrocllstic. The shape i, ,itiilr"o whenlhe lrrlrlcrrsile is formed at, .a 
"oofaO 

u"0",strbss lo a lcmperature where it is siaUte in aIrrrslrcsscd spccimen. Thus martensite nucleates
nnd grows above A, , under stress. the growth isrcvcrscrr ,n removing the stress. If the stressirrtlucctl rn:rrtensite is formed from a par"ot ptura

relrrirrerl b,-.low A, it will b: stable after the stressis rer'.vctJ. Reverse growth starts on;;;.;;
rthlryg {" .

'l'hcre also may be Reorientation of Marten-
stlc plates under an applied stress Delaneyzl has
rc1'rc,rtcrl that in Cu_Zn-Al the interfaces betweenstr(ss induced martensite are glissile (move
crrsily under very small stress) wl]te interfaces
rvith plates of a thermal martensite are not,
Sirrcc below Ms all martensite is stable, the onlyw:ry in which the total energy of the systemurcreases is by interfacial boundary migration
or storage of strain enelgy as a result of defor_rnirlion. As grain boundary arca Oa, unitvolrrme is decreased by preferable gJowth of
lcss than five variants the imposed microscopic
slrape nray be stable.

Recently Delaney2r has found evidence of
nl:t rlensite to martensite transformation under
\tress in a Cu-Zn_Al alloy. Shape memory is also
lirvoured by elements which decrease the stactinglirult energy of the steel22. Shape memory has
rrlso been attributed to the reversal of stacking
lirults produced by low temperature deforrrration.
This has been confirmed in Cu FCC sotidsolutions of low stacking fault energy22.

The second product is Cryocon devicesz3(pin and socket devices). Wfr.o tfr" device iscooled the pin iS inserted or withdrawn with zeroforce but at and above room temperature thepin cannot be removed.

It has also be
package, rh, J; J::1",'J;Trr:::.ri"ll:j:
which is soldered to another electrical lead.Upon heating the leads seperate. Thus thedevice can be replaced o, ,.puir"O from aprinred circuit board rvithoft d";;;; ,o eirher.

The most promising use of SME comes inNi_Ti alloys which 
.have 

b".n ur"J irimating aheat engine2s. If bimetallic ,priof ur" 111ouo,"Oon the periphery 
,of a verticuf ior*jrg wheelwith the lower hatf of wheel t";;;;"bath theresulting differentiar 

-expansion 
i" t.uorr"..o toan eccentric crankshaft. by light *.igii connec-ting rods. Use of Ni_Ti SM Jtoy, ti, ,rrutr.O

in an improvement of l0_15%in efficiency.

It has reached the medical world Scoliosis isa deformity of the growing ,pio" ,ni.h mayresutt in a buckled 
1plo": This is corrlcteO bysupporting ir by a. {{alinston rod. ; Ni TiHarrington rod26 originatty straigni, 

*i, 'U"ot 
uoOattached to the spine^ which is 

-atro 
,i.aignteneOby a corrective tensile force. The ."J ,O"irhr"ns tooriginal shape and supports the spine.

unusuaty high acoustic damping is exhibited
by Ni Ti alloys27. But on cooling b;;'Ms the
damping starts to fall off. Thermoelastic marte_
nsite are weak due to^lattice softening at tempe_
ratures above Ms . '.If solutions to theie problems
are found thermoelastic martensitr, *iil'lr.or.
important damping materials.

^PPLICATION 
OF' SME ALLOYS

The first product is a Cryofit line of perma-
trent coupling5z:. A cryofit union is u iolfo*
cyhnder which has been expanded in martensitic
range and which shrinks down on the tubes tobc joined as it is h
ranse. rhese are ;?::t 

"tLT'il il',f'r#;
planes and no failure has been .rporrrJ since itsrnstallation in 1970.
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GOLD DEPOSIT FOUND IN KARNATAKA

Geological Survey of India (G S l) has

found about 6 Mt of gold ore containing 3-4
g/t at Kappatu Gudda near Gadag in Karnataka.

Established reserves of gold ore (total) in the
country are estimated at 16.0 Mt while the
recoverable reserves of gold are estimated at

79.3 tonnes. (Bulletin of llM. Udaipur Chapter)

Metal News: Vol. 10, No. 1

March 1988
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SupenconductlvltY
,ll{,e.snstam.ee F'ree passage lmto the 2]lst centuny'

Pradeep K. Ghosh I Amitabh Nandi
B.E. (Met) lllrd Year

Scicnce has always been regarded as a challenge

Io w'hich the spontaneous reaction of man has

bccrr dilligent and intelligent endeavours to achieve

posilive and applicable results. But the biggest

l:runtlet thrown by science was way back in

I hc year l9l 1 when Kammerlingh Onnes' a

f )utch physicist, accidentally stumbled upon a

phcnomenon commonly nomenclatured as 'super-

c:ontluctivity'. This is a property of any nraterial

by rvhich it tends to loose its electrical resistivity

below a certain temperature termed as its critical

tcmperature and generally referred to as T' '

Tliis espial has really conjured up visions of

rhe 2lst century world and the effected lifestyle'

Its like a dream come true for the scientists

rvhen man will glide into the levitating age from

ttre jet age, ancl with in the hope of liarnessing an

c-soteric technology which could touch upon

:;cveral aspects of our lives in the near future'

String of DeveloPments :

Janriary 27, 1986' For two physicists'

.f . Georg Bednorz of West Germany and

K. Alex Mr.reller of Switzerla'nd at IBM

research laboratories in Zurich, it was the

day of important breakthrough that heralded

revolutionary changes in transportation, medical

technology, computers, high energy physics and

many other areas of scientific acclaims' They

were awarded the 1987 Nobel Prize in Physics'

For 75 years, after Onnes first discovered

superconductivity in Hg (at 4 K) its progress had

been astonishingly slow. With researchers

switching over from single elements to alloys

like Niobium-nitrate, T" increased tc 15 K. Three

<lecades later in, 1973, Nb-Ge was

discovered, raising temperature by 8 K in the

transition state. In the meantime, Bardeen,

Coop:r and Schrieffer in 1957 gave BCS theory

of superconductivity which elucidated it at

I

I
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microscopic level. They Shared the Nobel Prize

in 1972. Also Brain, Giaever and Esaki were

awarded the Nobel Prize in 1973 for their

discovery of electron tunnelling effects in super-

conductors. Then came a breakthrough, with

Mueller and Bednorz in 1986 discovering an

oxide of Lanthanum, Borium and Cu with T"
of 35 K. Then in March '87, Ching Wu (Paul)

Chu published the finding of a material, an

oxide of ytfrium-barium-copper with T" of 94 K
above tenrperature of liquid nitrogen (77 K)
which was a landmark since liquid nitrogen is
cheaper, abundant and much more efficient
cooler. By the current indications we have come

to know that superconductivity may be obtained
in Y-Ba-Cu-O at 240 K and when this dream is

realised. the theoritical brilliance behind the
award bestowed on Bednorz and Mueller will
become more apparent to common man.

Concept of Superconductivity :

In addition to losing its resistance below
the critical temperatrrre, a sr.rpercontluctor has

another basic proltcrty that its crilical current
density clectcascs nrpitlly r.vith incrcasc in strength
of the magnetic licld applicd. When a simplc
supercon<luctor such ers l-lg, Nb, Ti" Nb-Zr etc.
which is called a Type-I superconductor, is
placed in a magnetic field, currents are induced
in the material producing a magnefic field
that completely cancels the applied field inside
the specimen. This is the Meissner effect, the
state of perfect diamagnetism inside the specimen.
An elemeniary interpretation of the accepted
theory is that below Tc a small fraction of
ccnduction electrons, with energies close to
Fermi level, enter an ordered state involving
pa.irs of correlated electrons, At Tc, the thermal
energy bqcomes su{liciently strong enough to
completely break up this orclering of the electron
pairs. If the magnetic field applied exceeds a
critical value (tr-fc ) the metal looses superconduc-
ting properties (Fig. l) and the flux penetrates

the material, so that the superconductive current

is pinched off. at the critical temperature (Fig' 2),

thus ten.rperature must be below Tc . It is

significant that the magnetic field, produced by

a current flowing in a superconductor, itself can

act as an externally applied field and destroy the

superconducting state, thereby limiting the

ability of Type I semiconductors to pass

electricity.

Hc
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Fig. No. I
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Fig. No. 2

In 1961, certain alloys like NbaSn, NbTi
alloy and typical composites Cu/Nb-Ti, were

discovered which supported high current den-

sities (J - 105 amp/cm2 ) in the presence of

magnetic fields approaching l0 tesla, which have

been called high field superconductors or Type

II superconductors. From the Magnetisation curve

(Fig. 3) we can see that flux here is expelled
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Fig. No. 3

c:ornplctely b:low HCr . Wh,'n wd exc;ed this
vrrlue, the flux b:gins to p3netrate the specimen;
though penetration is only partial as seen from
l:ig. 4. The material in between these tubes
nraintains its superconducting properties until
the field reaches HCz, at which point the
superconductivity is lost for all practical pur-
poses. The mixed state between HCr and HCz
lequires some type of pinning action to maintain
the "flux lines" or flux line bundles in place.
This is the rnajor technology behind supercon-
ductivity, in Type I and Type II superconductors
discovered to this date.

1zl{ormol ragioot

-Sqgcrcooducting r.9ion

Fie. No. 4

Application of Superconductivity :

Prior to the development, its application
existed only as a figment of imagination belonging
to the realms of science fiction. But today with

'tiin8 ma8net$ lrropulsion rnag,nets

the assistance of superconductivity we can think
of floating people, floating furniture, floating toys
as a strong possibility very much within the
threshold of man himself. Quoting Dr. Parveen
Chaudhuri, Vice-President for Science at Interna-
tional Busiuess Machines Corporation, "You
dan't even have to make ears, you could singly

t
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construct little gizmos' you could put on a palr

of special shoes and make little tracks along which

you as a human being could push yourself and

keep going. Nothing to stop you, right ?"' He

further stated that in airports, instead of long

conveyor belts you can climb into one of these

levitaiing platforms and stay on it till you reach

your rendezvous.

Talking of levitation, it's the most bizzare and

pertinent usage of superconductivity and it shall

usher in an era of maglevs (floating trains) or

more simply magnetic levitating trains' All
maglevs. however do not operate using super-

conductivity.

For instance, the Japanese regular train,

pioneeredby JNR (Japanese-National Railways)

which set the world speed record of 577 krn/hr in

Dec,79, on prototype vehicles. These Maglevs

have made the rails obsolete and redundant. They

Zoom at about 4 inches above the guideway,

suspended by a magnetic field. This has two

advantages-the train is not slowed down by

friction besides there is no hazard of derailment

even at super sPeeds.

Maglevs work on principle of magnetic

attraction and repulsion of U-shaped magnets.

These electromagnets intermittently reverse their

polarities and in doing so they exert a push or

pull on the magnets attached to the coaches'

Now superconductivity used in magnets have

an advantage over electromagnets in that they

have greater lifting and propulsion power since they

generate more intermagnetic fields for a given

unit of electricitY.

Well one thing so far shows that room

temperature superconductivity shall usher in an

era of spectacular transformation from the

previous one, right from power cables to com-

puters. Since the resistivity of such materials

is practically zero, power transmission can

be brought through without any loss of heat or

a nominal loss as the heat is generated

owing to the resistance offered by material to

electric current. Zero resist&nce shall also

eradicate the use of repeaters after every 3 to 4

Kms, presently resorted to in telecommunication

cable networks. Another consequence is mini-

mal loss of dissipative heat from underground

cables. This effectively means nuclear plants

would no longer have to be located near largely

populated areas. Also the aftermath of such

tragedies as Chernobyl incident wouldn't be

catastrophic.

Superconductive chips would lead to more

c( mpact and better efficient computers' This is

simfty because of lesser heat loss from CPU

(Central Processing Unit) which are nothing

but chips which contain many such devices

as the transistors. diodes. resistance etc'

In the field of medicine, a giant leap can be taken

with superconductivity at your assistance' One

small illustration is a body scanner' These use

NMR (Nuclear magnetic Resonance) to image

tissues inside the body' At the moment its

inhibited usage is owing to the use liquid of

nitrogen for cooling the apparatus' But room

temperature superconductors shall practically land

these life-saving machines into every clinic'

Even basic fundamental research is goiug to
enjoy the fruits because stronger magnetic fields

can be generated by superconducting materials.
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l0llectrom lBea,rm nxleltnng of metans and
lts appllcatf,om's

[]lectron beam technology was being applied

lirl specific applications almost a hundred years

;rgo, ulthough it was only in the late 1954, that

this becarneviable and attractive metal processing

loute. In 1945, Temescal Inc. Constructed and

olrr.rrated the first Commercial electron beam fur-

rrrce for the Consolidation of titanium sponge'

In this note the following aspects of the process

rrre revicwed-

l. Process DescriPtion.

2. OPerating Parameters'

3 Processcharacteristrcs'

4. Commercial applications and products'

I)rocess Description - Electraon Beam Generation

& its Control:

It is well knowrr that intense heat is generated

when a stream of high energy particles impinges

upon a material, tlansforming their kinetic energy

into thermal energy.

Electron beam guns generate and control a

beam of high energy electrons and focus them upon

a suitable target. The generation and control of

elecrton beams are based upon well established

principles of physics and electron optics and so

although different types of E. B. guns are manufa-

ctured, most of them are based on the same funda'

mental concepts.

Electrons are generated from an electron emi-

tter. Typical industrial emitters are made frbm

tungsten metal, or lanthanum hexaboride, alth-

Saniay Srivastava
B. E. (Met.1 lllrd Year

ough tungsten is the most common choice. A high

electrical potential (usually 20-50KV) in industrial

scale guns used for melting, between a hot cathode

and an external positive electrode or anode, prod-

uc thermionic emission, and the electrons are

accelerated in the electrostatio field to a high level

ofKinetic Energy.

The cathodes differ widely in size and shape.

The method of heating the cathode also varies,

as either (l) resistive heating or (2) electron bomb-

ardment. An auxiliary cathode selected for
given installation depends upon the (i) emission

current required, (ii) the operating conditions

experienced in the melt chamber' (3) the expected

cathode life.

A schematic representation of several types

of cathodes is shown in Fig. l
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Fig. No. I

(a) Directly heated hairpin cathode.

(b) Dirctly heated coilpin cathode.
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(b) Two or three electrode gun
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(c) Multielectrode gun

I Fie. 2l

The eleclrode selection and Cesign det-

ermines the main parameters; focal spot diame-

ter, location along the gun axes' current density

and aperture,

Once the electron beam has been formed and

focussed by the guns a series of magnetic lenses

are used to further detect and control the trajec-

tory of the beam. These guidance systems

work at locations well removed from the original

gun axes. Technology based on electron optics is

used to guide and move the beam.

(c) (d)

(c) Block cathode heated by bombardment.

(d) Bolt cathode heated by electron bom-

bardment from surounding auxiliary
cathode.

lFie. I l

The electrons emitted by the cathode are

accelerated and focussed by electrostatic flelds and

magnetic lenses. In most industrial melting oper-

ations, the geometric arrangement of these electro-

static Fields and magnetic lenses is based on guns

having axial symmetry; the E B guns discussed

in this paper are all such guns. Discussions of
linear. transverse and ring guns can be found

in the literature.

Beam focussing is achieved by a series of ele-

ctrodes may range from two to several, but all guns

have at least two; a cathode and an anode. Addi'
tional focussing electrodes may or may not
possess the same polential as the cathode. Fig.2
shows a schematic represcntation of the various

type of electrode arrangement.

m%

Mcltlng Mrxlco-

'l lrc llcxibility provided by modern E B gun

rlcrigrrs unrt clcclronic controls allows one to order

tlrc rrreltirrg opcration to suit dictated by the prod'
rrll lo hc rtscd. A significant decision is whether
lo rrrcll llre ntw material directly into the mould
(rlr ip ruclting), or to have the molten

rttelrrl llow through a hearth before entering the

rrrolhl (lrcrrrth melting). In the drip nrelting proc-

crs rr piccc of solid feed stock supported from the

n rlrrvly lorvered into the path of one or more

I lts. 'l-hc molten metal drips offthe bottom of
lcctl .,tock und falls into the water cooled mould to
srrlrrlily. lJccause of the intense heat of the beams

rrrrrl lrigh vacuunl environment a number of meta-

llrullicrrl refining reactions can occur. A typical

rrsc ol' dlip melting process is for the refining of
Nb, 't lnlalum and their alloys.

lrr the hearth melting operation. solid or

prrrrit:ulate feed stock is charged into one end of
rr lrt':rrlh beneath one or more electron beams.
'llrc rrolten material traverses the hearth by grav-

rtv ;rrrd pours into a mould where solidification is

t onlrollcd by another beam (or beams).

Under proper operating conditions hearth-

rrrclling allows refiningand slag rernoval to occur

:rt tlrc melt surface while high density impurities,

srrch as broken machine tool bits in scrap titan-

rrrnr, settle harmeessly to the bottom of the hearth,

rrt'vcr reaching the ingot mould. The bulk of
rrrutcriat processecl in industrial E B furnaces are

nrcllccl using the drip or hearth methods. Howe-

vcr, several other melting are also used.

()perating parameters -

l,llcctrical power - The power level is selected acco-

rtling to ahe required degree of efficiency, and

cconomics. The actual beam power used

in any operation is function of several variables,

including the metal melted, the degree of refining

rcquired, the geometry of the mould and hearth

and the required surface quality of the finished

procluct. Most industrial guns are rated between

150 and 200 KW beam Powers.

Melt rate - The melt rate is strongly dependent
upon the installed beam power, the pumping oapa-
city of vacuum system, the material being proce-
ssed, the degree of refining desired, the form of
the incoming materials and the requirement for
finished Product. The,melt rate can therefore range
from as low as 45 kg per hour to 900 kg per hrs.

Atmosplrere - A vacuum of the order of l0-3
to lO-a torr, is required in the gun chamber,
without which, beam generation and control is

not possible. The maintenance of vacuum enviro-
nment in the melt chamber is also required to
prevent excessive scattering of the beam. This
vacuum requirement adds substantially to the
capital cost of an E B furnace.

Process Control

A major advantage of E B guns is the possi-
bility they offer of controlling the dimensions
and shape of the beam patterns which impinges
the target. The beam size and shape is controlled
by the magnetic lenses present in the gun and the
beam power is controlled by both the accelcrating
voltage between thc gun electrodes and the
cathode temPerature.

It is also common for the beam from a single
gun to be changed electronically within fraction
of a second in both shape and location using
magnetic lenses in order to supply nearly cont-
inuous energy in different stages of the operation.
The use of multiple guns at an installation provi-
des further flexibility in tailoring the beam patterns

to the energy needs of the Process.

Process characteristics-

Some of the main characteristics and advantases

of E B melting are listed below :-
(i) Cleanliness and removal of nonmetallic

inclusions.

(ii) Vacuum refining.

(iiD Ability to process different forms of raw
material.

(iv) Ability to make alloy additions.

(v) High throughput rates.

27)
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(vi) Ability to process a wide range of metals'

(vii) Ability to vary melting rates'

(viii) Coqtrol of beam size, shape and location'

(ix) Non labourer intensive

Commercial APPlications :

Commercial EB melting has historically been

applied to the production of three families viz'

0) Refractory metals such as Nb, Tantalum

and Mo.

(ii) Reactive metals such as Zr,Hfl

(iii) Steels

Refractory metal production has been aimed

at refining and purifying the metals to increase

their ductility and so easy formability and recent

developments have involved the production of

niobium alloys for use as superconductors'

Reactive metals are melted for the consolidation

and refining of both scrap and sponge'

In recent past, there has been demand for

clean Ni base superalloys for aircraft engine

applications, thus making these elloys candidates

foi eS melting, In addition, the rapid growth

of the electronics industry has also increased the

importance of the EB process for recycling silicon

scrap.

Expansion of Bhitai and Vishakhapatnam
Steel Plants

The Indo-Soviet working group on fewous

metallurgy will soon study the possibility'of

expanding the Bhilai Steel capacity beyond

4 m tonnes and Vishakhapatnam beyond its

presently envisaged capacity of '3 m 'tonnes'

The possibiiity of expanding the plants had

figured in the lndo-Soviet working group

meeting on ferrous metallurgy concluded in

New-Delhi on 22 April. The Soviet techno-

econernic offer fgr modernising the Bokaro

stegl plAnt, and the need for timely completion

of the Vishakhapatanam steel plant were also

discussed during talks between two sides.

(The Times of India, MaY B, 1988)
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lllllnst fiurnaee at Bhnlal-Revolutnonary
New Deslgn

A ttov blast furnnce (no' 7) has bcen comtss-

rorrcrl li thc Bhilai steel plant incorporating the

lrrlcst lccltttical design; it has been engineered into

rr hrghly automated and advanced blast furnace'

'l'hc following special features have been inco-

rpot'lrted in it :

l)irect supply of burden material from the

orc handling plant to highJine bunkers by

c()nvcy()rs.

I'aul-Worth bell-less top charging system'

Hundred percent in-house slag granulatin'

Fully rutomated electronic weighing system

lirr charging the furnces'

-Fully automated top equipment and skip

eo ltt rtll.

--Entite instrumentation replaced by DDC

syslemt..uuinga2CRT-screendisplaygivingavast
sclcctlon of schemes' lailure tndications' tottch

screen facilitY audeo alarms etc'

--Staggered parallel operation of stoves'

-Mixed 
gas fuel for stoves wiih a hot blast

lemperature of 1100' C'

Of major interest is the bell-less top charging

which offers the following advantages'

(i) Lower fuel consumption due to better

material dist ribution'

Sanieev Anand
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(ii) Larger flexibility in operation due to easy

and eighly adaptable material distribution pattern'

(iii) Rdeuced maintenance'

efficient wall temPerature contol

of the blast furnace.

(v) Bctter sealing facilities to maintain the

high top pressure.

Automatic control systemof BF no' 7 is ano-

ther importani feature which results in higher out-

put, more savings of material and energy' easy

pro""r, control and trouble free diagnosis' The

automation control system consists of a two levels

hierarchy with mini-computers at the upper levels

and PLC/DDC at lower levels'

Vital Statistics

(vi) More
hence longer life

Hearth diameter

ProductivitY

Working volumo

Tuyeres

Production

Burilen

Sinter

Ore and additive

9.75 m

1.286 tlms ldaY

2000m3

20 nos

2573tldaY

ss%

4s%

(2e)



llnapontance of liigrrrc l- Sketch showing details and location
ol rrgr tlrrottling valve used to set up and maintain
thc higlr gts pressure.

lur,r. ;' sk.tch ol top of blast furn.co operrtad undet
ol.vnt.d top pressure, showlng arrangemcnt of prcs-
ru'o cqrroliting lineS. l.

(vii) Less fluidisation of fines & less no of
slips.

(viii) Less flooding tendency in the wet zone

& less no ofchecks.

(ix) Less flue dust losess,less variation of
coke input, better maintanance of the

thermal state of the hearth, more uni-

form iron analysis; less thermal reserve

in the store necessary.

(x) Due to lowered gas velocities & more

uniform radial gas distribution higher

benefits are obtained with unprepared

burden in large furnaces.

(xi) Increase in metal tapping rate.

(xii) Boosters in gas cleaning system are not
needed.

Limitations of H.T.P.

(iii)

(iv)

t{igh top nressurc necessitates providing
of several other equipments for operation.

The use of H.T.P. leads to excessive
wear of the bell seats, leakage of gas,
rvear of refractories, charging difficulties
etc.

Excessive maintanance of other equlp-
ments is required.

Increased carbon deposition has some

disadvantages also.

So, we see, the balance is in favour of high
top pressure application in blast furnaces.

Effect of H.T.P. on productivity -

The purpose of H.T.P. is to introduce more

oxygen to burn more carbon by blowing more

air and at the same time maintaining the linear
gas velocity (and pressure drop) identical to that
in the conventional practice without any forma-
tion of channels, and distribution of gases,

increase in coke rate or flue dust emission.

With a moderate pressure at the top (l atm),

an extra 10-15% air can be blown easily with

8-12% of extra Production.

Effect of H.T.P on Si content of hot metal -

The main mechanism of silica reduction

involve silicon monoxide evolution by 'insitu'

reduction of the silica in coke ash. The silicon

monoxide gas thus generated at the time of coke

combustion in front of tuyeres reacts with carbon

of the descending metal droplets in the region

between the bosh & the hearth, reduced and

transferred as silicon into the metal, the reaction

being :

Filigh Tolp Pnessune in Inon Blast lFunnaae

'Blow Hord' is the popular maxim for
increased B.F. production. One of the limiting
factors in attemptJng to increase the wind rate
of a B.F. is the lifting effect that is caused by
the large volume of gases blowing upward
throngh the burden. This lifting effect prevents
the burden fronr descending normally cause
a loss rather than an increase in production.
To increase production rates above normal,
many furmaces are equipped with septum valves
in the top gas system to increase the exit gas

pressure. Tbis increase in pressure compresses
the gases througout lhe entire system and
permists a larger amount of air 1o be blown.
With this increase in quantiry of air blown
per minute there is a corresponding increase in
production rate.

When the pressure of the top gas is thus
increased, the pressure of the inlet air blast is
increased proportionately. If top pressure were
increased, it would be necessary to use a larger
blower capable of delivering the increased blast
volume at the higher pressure.

The furnace shell. stove shells, dust catcher.
primary washcr, and gas mains must be
structurally strong enough to withstand the
increased pressure. For obvious neasons the
throttling valve that is used to incretse top
pressure is located beyond the primary gas
washer where the sand-Bdasting effect of the
gas has been reduced by removal of a large
portion of the dust carried by the gas from
the furnace. The exit water line from the
primary washer must be equipped with a regulator
so that the gas pressure within the washer will
not blow the water seal. Clear gas is piped

Rajesh Kumar Jha
lVth year Met.)

into the space between the large small bells to
equalize the pressure in the furnace with the

pressure in this space. The equalization of
pressure in this location permits the large bell
to be opened and reduces erosion that is caused
by top gas leaking past the seat of the large
bell. The pressure between the bells is reduced
to atmospheric by a by-pass valve to permit
opening of the small bell. With the use of
high top pressure, many maintenance problems
have been encountened with the bells, hoppers,
bleeders and so on.

Advantages of H.T.P.

(i) For the same volume flow rate, a
greator mass of air (henee, oxygen)
can be blown with H.T p. ; higher
output,

(ii) Increased reduction rate with increased
total pressure and hence decrease in
direet reduction (fuel saving).

(iii) Suppression of solution loss reaction
(COz * C:2Co) and hence savings
in fuel

1iv) Increased carbon deposition (Z CO

->COz f C) has also some advantages.

(u) More uniform destribution of gas velo-
city & reduction across furnace crosr-
section 'smoother furnace operation due
to in creased permeablity.

(vi) Lower input of iron oxides in the
hearth., improved hearth temp. Iower
silicon & sulphur in iron (hot metal).

(D

(ii)

,li)
1l

, (i

I

t\

I
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Si Oz (coke ash) *C (coke) + SiO (s) + CO 1g;_t
C (metal) + SiO (gas) * Si (metal) + CO (e)_Z

It has been inferred that at the temp of
combustion zone in blast furnace. equilibrium par-
tial pressure of SiO is considerabty t,igt e. than the
value limited by the silica available in coke ash.

Therefore thermodynamically, it is expected
that all the silica in the combustion zone willbe converted insitu to silicon monoxide which
eventuall-v reacts with the metal droplels as given
by reaction (2).

From reaction (l) it can be seen that partial
pressure of SiO can be brought clown by increasing
the parfial pressure of CO; in other words, the
SiOz reduction reaction can be AiscourageO Uyapplication of top pressure which enables a higherblast pressure and hence un inr..ar" in partial
pressure of CO.

Effect of H.T.p. on sulphur cotrtent of Hot rnetal _

- As by the application of high top pressure
coke, rate per ton of hot metal i. .te",=u..,i onA
the main thirrg which is responsible for rhe prese_
nce of sulphur in the hot metal is coke so there iscorresponding decrease in sulphur content of thehot metal. Depending on the effectiveness ofhigh top pressure on the decrease of coke rateper ton of hot metal the decrease in sulphur
content of the hot metal may be significant.
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ll)cterrnalrination of austenite fennite natio of
Jlcnno-austefi]itic stainness steen by x-tra)r

diffnaction witnl textune orientation

Sincc the mechanical properties of a steel
rlcpcntl on the ratio of ferrite (*_phase) and
rrrrslcnitc (y-phase), determination of the
;urrounts of a and y phases are an essential part
ol't;uality control. euantitative determination of
lltc ar and 7 phases present cannot be made
rcliably by light microscopy. Several specialised
It:chniques requiring magnetic measurements or
thc use of an electron microscope have been
uscd to a limited extent. In comparsion to
the magnetic method, the X-ray method
has been preferred owing to the shorter
:rrralysis time. Moreover, as the crystalline
structure is different for both phase, a qualitative
slructure dependent method of X-ray diffraction
rvill produce the best results.

'l'heoritical aspects

Although the two phases in a steel ltay
be chemically identical, their crystal structures
and interplanar spacings differ. euantitative
X-ray diffraction analysis for determination of
relative amounts of the phases in a mixture
requires the comparison of the intensities of
two suitable refl.ecrions (h,k,l) of both phases.
These reflections must not co-incide with any
other Ka reflection. On the other hand they
should be fully close to each other to avoid
systemmatic errors.

Some investigators have used relative peak
height as a measure of the amount of the
diffracting phase. The method can lead to
substantial error when apptied to austcnite-
martensite mixtures because the retained
austenite crystals are distorted by the increase

Dr, V. K. Tiwarj

in specific values when martensite is formed.
This distortion considerably reduces peak height.
However, the iniegrated intensity is a measure
of the total diffracted energy in each line and
is independent of lattice distortion and particle
size. Therefore the integrated rather than the
peak height should be used as a measure of the
diffracted phases. A methoci using integrated
intensities is described in Averbach and Cohen.

Dietche describe a technique for the deter_
mination of retained austenite in amounts as
low as 2Al with an uncertainity of L, 5% of
the amount of austenite present. The method
employs Molybdenum radiation and a flat speci_
men, metallographicall-v polished and free from
disturbed metal. Basically the method involves
measuring the integrated intensity under the
(31l)y, the (220)y and the (2fl) u peaks. It was
determined experinrentally that the average
area under these two austenitic peaks in
a completely austenitic specimen when multiplied
by a factor of 1.4, is equivalent to the area of
the (2ll)a peak in a completely ferritic specimen
under identical conditions. Also it was found
that the intensity of the diffraction peaks varied
linearly with the amount of austenite or ferrite in
a mixture of austenite and ferrite steel powders.

Thus the volume fraction of austenite Vy is deter-

mined as follows
1.4 v\/ --'-v ro'vl'4lv

.........(i)

Where Iy is the average of the integrated
intensity from the (ZZ0) y and (31 l) y

(31 )( sz )



peaks and Ia is the integreated intensity frorn

(2ll)a Peaks.

Theoretical verification of the factor

It is also possible to calculate the factor from

theoretical considerations' The basic equation

relating diffracted intensity and concentration of

a substance is

I : k. l. F., p. (L)-" e. V. A' (0) " i(ii)
-7-

where k : proportionality constant' depending on

the intensity of the radiation used and on the

crystal size of the samPle;

F : the structure factor;

(L) : Lorentz Polarization factor

P : the multiPlicitY factor

e : Debye Waller temPerature factor

and V : the volume fraction of the phase in

mixture if R is taken as

R : +.F' . p .(L) .e-2" (iii)

I : KRVA (0)

The integrated intensitY of
and the ferrite phase are

Iv : kr Rt 'Vt

(iv)

the austenite Phase

values. Practical difficulties arise from intensities'

extinction, inhomogeneity and the observed

intensities apart from the theoretical values'

Most of the previous work on the X-ray applica-

tions to austenite determination disregard the

problem of orientation effects. However' texture

producing deformations are possible with stainless

steels and one must be aware of the changes in

the X-ray intensity that results from the preferred

orientation effecls.

Schulz deicribed a method for determining

pole figures tilting and rotating flat speimens in

path of the beam. Later Chernick and Beck

determined the errors that may result from defocu-

ssing when the specimen is tilted and required

to minimize these effects. Lopata and Kula were

the first to propose a method for quantitative

analysis in which the instensity of the particular

reflection is obtained by tilting the specimen in

the path of the beam. They suggestad measuring

the intensity of particular beam that has been

diffracted with the specimen set at a sufficient

number of fixed positions with respect to the

incident X-ray beam. Unfortunately this iech-

nique is time consuming and tedious' especially

when there is no rotation of pole figure'

A faster X-ray method was developed by Miller

which involues the use of an X-ray diflractome-

ter and specially developed specimen holder

which continuously tilts and rotates the specimen

during exposure. In this method only one diffrac-

tometer trace is required for each Bragg refiection'

The geometry of the diffractometer and speci-

men motion is indicated schemadcally in the

figure. I The specimen is rotated ontinously aro-

und the axis 'BB' and tilted around the axis 'AA'

to a maximum position of 0:*56' Tilting spec-

imens with a cubic symmetry atleast 54'7' will

ensure that all crystals will contribute to the diffra-

cted intensity. Because of the tilting rnotion a

narrow horizontal beam of incident radiation

falling precisely on the tilting axis is an import-

ant requirement. This is accomplised by the

use of precision bearing on the tilting axis, 'AA'

and the insertion of an adjustable slit-stop mecha-

nism (Sl) in the Path of the beam'

Ia : kr Ro' Vo

Dividing eqn. (v) by eqn. (vi), we have

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

these theore-

the empirical

Iy R" Vt
Ro,' Vr.

For the Partial volume V6 and Vt

V61 *Vv:l

Eqns. (6) and (7) result in

(Ra/RY)I,
Y' : i,rTGl/RJI'

There are several reasons whY

tical factors might differ from

(ix)

(32 )

,/o

X RAY
50unce

'l'hc speecl of rotation should neither be equal

r() nor rr rnultiple of the tilting speed since either

t'orrtlition would obviously return the specimen

to lho sltmc postion at frequent intervals through-

()ul Iltc cxpostlre'

ll tlcrcnccs
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Palnt failune and corrosnofit of maf,nted naetal

Introdution

Cotrosion research has gone through various
trends and fashions during the past several
decades but the last decade was dominated by
research in the field of protective coatings.
Protective coatings include metallic coatings.
glass and ceramic coatings. It is the latter subject
area that this paper deals with.

The tendency of coated metal to corrode is
due to three major factors :

l. The nature of substrate metal.

2. The character of the interfacial resion
between the coatings and substrates.

3. The nature of the coatings.

An organic coating protects a metal substrate
from corroding primarily due to two mechanisms :

l. Serving as a barrier for the reactants like
water, oxygen and ions.

2. Serving as a reservoir for corrosion
inhibitor that assists the surface in ressisting
attack.

The barrier properties of coatings arc
improved by increased thickness and by the
presence of pigments and fillers that increase the
diffusion path for water and oxygen and by the
abiliy to resist degradation. The common
degradation mechanism of the coatings include
abrasion and impact, cracking or crazing at low
or high temperature, bond breaking within the
polymer matrix because of hydrolysis, oxidation
or ultra-violet light and freeze-thaw cycles.
Tbe result of such degradation allows excess of
the reactants to the coating or substrate interf_
ace without the necessity of diffusing through
the polymer matrix.

Ashok Goel I Pramod Joshi
B. E. (Met.) llt year

( i ) Paint failure due to inadequate pretreatment

The majority of failures of paints applied
to the metal surfaces are uudoubtedly due to
insufficient or unsatisfacrory preparation of the
metal surface. and it is essential that residues

of dirt, grease, oil, silicon compounds etc. from
the metal and all the loose paint be removed
from the surfaces that have been painted
previously.

(i i) Paint failure due to ctimatic conditions

Paint failure is related to the climatic
conditions and weather prevailing during applica-
tion of paint and during subsequent exposure
which determines the life of the paint system. In
unfavourable conditions cracking and blistering
are promoted as a consequence of the expansion
of corrosion product and in case of steel this
can lead to 'under-rustine'.

(iii) Low temperature and wet weather

In wet (rain, fog or dew deposits) and cold
weather (7-10'C or below), during or immedia-
tely after application, drying time is prolonged
leaving the film tacky for a long time. During
this process, dirt will adhere to, the tacky film
and rain or dew deposits tend to reduce the gloss

by displacing some of the paint.

(iv) Direct suntight

Drying linseed based paints in direct sunlight,
or in tropical conditions can cause resoften-
ing and tackiness within a fortnightof appli-
cation owing to Syneresis (seperation of gelled

film into solid/liqiid). This may be followed by
cracking, if the top layer hardens and the lower
layer remains sofr.

I'rrllrrrc rlrrr. lo lrrrluslrlul ntnrosphcre

lrr rrrrlrrstri;rl lrlcus especially those having
r l,r rrrrt;rl or' lrcirvy industries with an acidic
rrlr1o,,pl11'1(', llrc r:rinwater pH is sornetimes
rrr lrrl,lt tr:, 1 lryilyg to the presence of HZ SO+

I lrrr, ( irn clusc gradual atlack on certain

Iilpnr('illsi/('xlcrrrlcrs resulting in discolouration
rtttrl tlcr orrrposilion of paint fiirns, ultimately
l,,rrllrli t() l)rclllilure failure.

trl l,'nllrrrt,s due to mcisture

I lol slcirnr and severe condensution acting
r)lr n lilnr surfhce exert a very destructive effect
t otttp;11;1[lg to that of paint removal. They
,r(' l)iu tieulrrrly liable to cause swelllng. Less

'.r'vcrc il(lirc:k by u'ater vapours cause blistering.
| )ty .,tclun in contrast does not cause corrosron.

Now wc will focus attention on six types of
, (,r r()\i()ll bcneath organic coatings.

'l'vlx.s of corrosion in painted metals

(l) lllistering : This is one of the first
,.r1irrs ol'brcakdown in the protective nature
,,1 co:rlirrgs. The blisters are local regions where
tlrc t'o:rling has lost adherence with the substrate
rrrrrl rvhcrc water may accumulate, starting

ror r,sion. Five mechanisms operative under
rlrlli.r'clrl conditions are used to explain blister
lirlrrrirlion rvhich occurs prior to the process of
r'rllt()si()n.

lly volume expansion due to swelling

All organic coatings absorb water and
tlrosc used for corrosion protection are usually
rrr tlrc range of 0.1 to 3.0ftof water absorption
ulx)n cxposure to liquid or acquous electrolyte.
Wrrtcr irbsorption leads to swelling of coating
rrrrtl wlren this occurs locally for any reason,
lrfistel may form and water may collect at
r rrtcrlhce

Air bubbles or volatile components of the
coatings may become incorporated in the film
during its formation and leavc a void; such
blisters are not necessarily confined to the
interface. But when they are, they can serve
as corrosion precursor sites.

- Electro-osomotic blisering

Water may move through a membrane or
capillary system under the influence of a
potential gradient. This may exist as in the
case of a galvanic couple which leads to the
formation of blisters.

- Osmotic blistering

The driving force for this is the presence
at the coating/substrate interface of a soluble
salt. As water penetrates the coating to the
interface, a concentrated solution is developed

(34)
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sumcient osmotic force to drive water from
the coating surface to interface so blisters may

from.

- Due to phase seperation during fihn formation

A special type of osmotic blistering can

occur when formulation includes two solvents,

the more slowly evaporating one being hydrophy-
llic in nature. When this is in low concentration,
the phases seperate at later stage of film forrnation
and may occur at the interface. Water diffuses

into the hydrophyllic solvent, or into the void left

by it to form the blister.

2.2 Early Rusting :

This term is applied to a measles-like rusting
that occurs after the coating has dried to tbe
core. It only occurs after the coated metal
is exposed to high moisture conditions.

The three conditions which lead to early
rusting are :

A thin later coating (less than 40 um)

A cool substrate temperature

High moisture ccnditions

The severity of the problem tends to increase
as the activity of the steel is increased. For
example early rusting is more severe on panels
given a white abrasive blest in comparison with
less adequate clearing using a power tool.

Early rusting is a consequence of moist
conditions occuring before the later coating has
dried. Success in preventing early rusting was
obtained by the use of Soluble inhibitors in the
formulation.

2.3 Flash Rusting :

Brownish rust stains may appear on blast-
cleaned steel shortly after priming with a water
based primer. This phenomenon is known as

flash Rusting. This defect may be avoided by
removing the contaminants remaining after blast

cleaning either by careful cleaning or by a chettrcal

treatment before application of the primer.

The steel or ceramic grit on the surface

leaves crevices and on galvanic cells one sets

up bet'*,een the steel grit and the steel base

sufiicient to achieve the corrosion process as

soon as the surface is wetted by the rvater based

paini. The stain is a result of the s.oluble

corrosion process penetrating the coating and
being oxidized to the ferric form within or
on the sul'face of the coating.

2"4 Anodic Undermining :

The figure shows six planes along whitch dela-
mination may occur to separate the organic
coating fiom the metal.
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Anodic undermining represents that class of
corrosion reactions underneath an organic coating
in which the major separation process is the
anodic corrosion reaction under the coating.
An outstanding example is the dissolution of thin
tin coating between the organic coating and the
steel substrate in food containers. In such
circumstances the cathodic reaction may involve
a component in the foodstuff or a defect in the tin
coating may expose iron which then serves as

a cathode. The tin is selectively dissolved and the
coating separates from metal and looses its pro-
tective character. Al is particularly susceptible to
anodic undermining,

(36)

1.5 liilifirrm Corrosion :

lrrliftrnn corrosion is a typical attack in

rr'lrich lhc corrosion process manifests itself as

llrr c:rtl like filaments. It represents. a specia-

lrzctl lirrm of anodic undermining. It generally

.('( rrrs is humid environments and is most

(r)ilrnrorl uncler organic coating on steel, alumi-

rrrn, ntagnesium and zinc (galvalized steel).
'| 

111' 111<rst annoying of filiform corrosion are those

rr lrrclr occur under point film that are designed to

r, l;rirr lln aesthetic a,ppearance on metals, exposed

to tlrc irtmospltere and those whlch occur uuder

llrt'lrrccltter which protect the interior of food

r'ontaincrs. F ilifornr corrosion requires a rela-

trvr'ly high humiditY.

'lhc fascinating question about flliform

t orlosion is why the corrosion occurs in the form

,,1' threacls as opposed to circular spots. No

( ()n)plcte answ€r is possible at present, but it does

;rt)p(ir'' that the limited availability of Oz by

,lrllisiort through the coating under relative high

lrrrrritlily are the deterrnining factors' At very

l,r1,lr lclative humidities or on exposure to liquid

rVrrtcI liliforrn ccriosion passes over to more

ltclcr':rl csllosion and the filamentary character

r,r lrlsl.

l,6 Calhodic delarnination :

Many coated steel products are subject to
:,olrlches or dents with consequent exposure of the

stccl lo lhe environment. If the coated material

;rrc conlinuously immersed in an elecirolyte, as for
t.xrrnrnle, ships, under ground pipelines and the

irrtcrior of vessels holding an aequous solution. It
i.. po:rsible to protect the exposed areas by

:rpplying cathodic potential. One of the undesi-
r:rlrlc consequences of cathodic protection is that
rlr(. e()ilting adjoining the defect may separate

llorn thc substrate metal. This loss of adhesion

r:i known as cathod delamination. This type of
rlrl;rrrirralion may also occur in absence of
rrpgrlictl potential. The separation of the anodic

rrrrtl crtlrodic half reactions under the coatings pro-

vrrlc rcgions, which are, subject to the same driving
lirlt't', rs when the cathodic potential is applied.

It is generally believed that the major driving
force for calhodic delamination in corrosion in
the presence of air is the cathodic reaction

HzOi *Oz*2e-:2OH-

When an applied potential is used the impor-

tant reaction maY be

2H+ + 2e- + Hr . , if the dirving force is
sufficient. The grapn I drawn shows a typical

anodic polarization curve for steel in 0.5 M
NaCl saturated wlth air. The region of domi-

nance ofthe two cathodic reaction, are noted on

the graph and the cathodic polarization curve

for Hz . evolution in the absence of Oz is shown

by dotted line.

.5 M NoCt, pH= 6.5
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3. Characteristics of Inhibitors (Ref. 1)

Thus the above corrosion occurs in the painted

metal and this corrosion can be resisted by

using the corrosion inhibitor. Recent develop-

ments in ths field of corrosion show that technical

requirements for an ideal corrosion inhibitor for
organic coatings are :-

l. The inhibitor must be effective at pH in
the range of 4-10 and ideally in the range of
2-12.

2. The inhibitor should react with the



metal surface such that the product formed
has a lower solubility than the unreacted
inhibitor.

3. The inhibitor should have a low but
sufficient solubility.

4. The inhibitor should form a film at the
coating/substrate interface that does not reduce
the adhesion of coating.

5. The inhibiter must be effective both as
anodic and cathodic inhibitor.

6. The inhibitor should be effective against
the two important cathodic reactions :-

Hz* *"O, I 2e- + 2OH-
2H++2e +Hz

Conclusions :

In this paper different corrosions related to
paint metal have been studied. In the end, it
should be emphasised that surface coatings which
are of highest quality, and which were necessary
have the special protective properties required,

should always be used. Good supervision, careful
working and common sense can contribure a
great deal to reduce paint failures.

Finally, we would like to emphasise that
there is a great need for further study in the field
of protective coatings.
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Il",{rll ll uurlriom lm llenrous
lndustny and

'l'hc spcctacular growth in the production of
rrrr.irrls irntl processing industry worid wide has

lrrl to rr situation where the environment has

lrccrr st:riously threatened. The main aim of

rrrlu\lri;rl tlcvelopment is to improve the quality

ol lrli'. brtt <tn the corrtrary growth has led to
r['lrirtlrrliott ol' tlre environment thereby adversely

,rllt'r'lrtrtrl thc hunran life.

'l hc mctallurgical industry in general, comes

u nr l('r lrcavy industry and can be classified as

Ir'r r ous industry for the production of base

rrrt.tirls. lllctal processing and finishing industry.

I lrc nririn arcas which are prone to pollution are

.rr wltcr'. solid wastes, noise and visual amenity,

lrorr urrrl stecl industrY

llcrc the pollution is confined to atmospheric

l,r,llrrtiorr, liquid effiuent, solid waste, noise and

r r',rr:rl rrtttcnitv.

Atnrospheric pollution - The main sources

,,1 :rtrnospheric pollution are coke ovens, sinter

1rl;rrrt lrnd steel making furnaces as shown in
l;rlrlc tto. l.

Table no. I

l)rocess Pollutant

and lnonn-fentrous
its contnoX

has also contributed
(see table No. 2)

Dr. Satya Prakash

to better pollution control.

A modern basic oxygen furnace produces a

weight of oxide fumes equal nearly to l% of
total steel produced. This gaseous emission
consists of SOz , CO, oxides of nitrogen,
ammonia, Hz S and hydrocarbons. The amount
of oxide fumes so produced can be 500 to 600
tons/week in a modern plant. 99% of fumes

is collected by the waste gas cleaning system.
SOz is the most serious pollutant. It has to be

discharged at high levels in order to minimise
ground level concentrations. The emission of
SOz from the iron and steel plant can be of the
order of 0.5 Mt/year.

The main equipment used in the electrostatic
precipitator which works on the principle of
charging of solid particles suspended in air &
gases by means of gas ions or electrons produced

by ionisation of gases under a high electric field
and subsequent seperation. These precipitators

can seperate the particles upto 0.05 microns size.

The commonly used ESP are the wire-in-tube
and rvire-in-plate type. The dust monitoring
system is based on gravimetric principles which
is found satisfactory for spot ssmpling.

Record turnover by B H E L plant.

The Centrat Foundry and Forge ptant (CFFp)
of the Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd., Hardwar,
has achieved a record turnover of Rs. 31 .05 Cro-

I
| le, showing an overall growth of 21o/o over the
, last year. The unit achieved yet another
' milestone by earning a profit of Rs. 92 lacs

during the period.

The CFFp also obtained export orders worth
Rs. 1.45 crore of casting and four cone
crushers from the USSR.

(The Times of India
May 11, 1988)
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('okc ovens

Srrrtcl plant

Stccl rnuking furnaces

Smoke and dust

Grit, SOz and dust

Very fine oxides of iron
The piezometric mass

for continuous analysis of
monitor can be used

particls laden gases.

Atrnospheric pollution due to the blast
lirlnuccs has been controlled to a very great

cxterrl by extensive gas cleaning using scrubberr,

rlrrsl catchers and electrostatic precipitators.
l'r'oPcr burden preparation and careful operation

The schematic drgram fig. I is self explanatory.

The particle size distribution can be deter-
mined by screen analysis, sedimentation of
particle, elutriation and microscopic methods.

)(3e



Table No. 2

Sources of air pollution at integrated iron and steel works

I
Coke oven

I

I

I

Iron works Steel works
I
I

I
Ancillaries

Charging
(smoke)

I

Carbonising
(smoke) -tQuenching

I------T-----_T--T.
Steel making Rolling Ancillaries Mill

(oi.?ffil'r) Furnaces Mill
(outi, Fum"s, lauii )

SOz )

(dust) (SOz)

Blast Furnace

Iron-Steel
Foundries
(dust, SOz)

I

Locos
(Smoke)

Boilers

(S*'ii:o')

-l

Qre Preparation
Plant

I

Furnace
Top
(dust)

I

llGas Slag
Plant Disposal
(dust) (dust,SOz)

I

Pig
Casting
(dust)I

I Crushing
Sercening

(dust)

I

Ore Dryers
(dust)

Sinter Plant
(Cust, SOz)

(40)
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Flowm eler

Val ve

pmp

The flow rates of the gas can be measured by

any of the following methods :

Pilot tubes,

Nozzles,

Rotameters

Venturimeters

Displacement tYPe wet gas meters

The gaseous pollutants can be analysed by

the methods given in Table 3.
Fig. I

Table 3. Instruments used for rnotitoring gaseous pollutants

Pollutant detectedMonitoring instruments

l.

-1.

.'1.

5.

()-

1

t{.

().

l().

Infrared gas analYser

Conductometric analYser

Continous SO2 monitor

Carbon mono-oxide monitor

Muttiple gas samPlin.e kit

Gas chrornatograPh

Automatic absorPtion

Soectrophotometer

Smoke densitY meter

Wind direction activated samPler

CO, CHa . hYdrocarbons

SOz

SOz

co

various gases

CO, NO and hydrocarbons

various gases

various gases

smoke

various gases

I nfliired SOz analyser ptovides a rapid

lcclrnique for monitoring of SOz present in low

r'orrc:clllrations based on measuring the intensity

.l llotrroscence of SOz when excited by ultraviolet

lrl,lrt (Fig.2). Flourescent intensity is measured

;rt rigltt abgles to the direction of excitation by

rrr,':rns of quartz window photomultipller iube'

Liquid effiuent - It emanates from the water

rrsctl in the process. The amount of water is

rcl;rlcrl lo the effiuent as follows : Amount of
rrrrrcr rrsed x amount of effiuent discharged *

WEI ACID.IC SCRLIgBING SYSTEM



loss due to evaporation.

The normal requirement of water in an iron
& steel plant is of the order of 200 tons/ton of
steel produced. If the source of water is limited

then also the effiuent discharged can create

pollutlon problems, which necessitates the

maximum recycling and reuse of water' In case

of water recycle system the fresh water require-

ment can be decreased to I ton water/ton of

steel produced

I l1r, rlltrl \\ rl .lr' ( illt lrr 'tttlrly:ctl Ity ttsttitl

r r'l\','lllrllrll rvel ltltrtlV"t'' 'rt \'rlty llottrcsccllcc

,11111 l;lolttlttlclll\ lrlrc | )(.lrvrrtogrlrplly' X-riry tlillllt-

I llrrll l'lt

| ,l Noll' l'rtlltrllott

llnl',c Ir1ll11(lrrtl i', .lttc to llrrgc itt:ml of movi-

lrr;, trrirr lllll('l v. "itrlt't sr:ttltl cxhlltt:rt fans' and

t{ l' r| r' r tl ',le :t ttt ol { )l h('r Silt cous product' Noise

, 'rl l,r' s11l11r'r'rl lry rrsitrg tt,lil'c supression eqtripm-

I |lt! rrtt{ | lll('il',tlt ('\. Ntlise surveys are to be

r r r'I ,,rrl tcllttlltt iy lo ttttrnitor the effectiveness

il| trr rl',r' "tt Ittcssitttt t:tltliPtICnt'

| 1 \'lrrrnl AnrcnilY

ll r', ttr't'cssilry lo ltave proper industrial buil-

,llrp rlr".rt'tt ltntl lrtyotrt. Architectural land scape

l,lrrrrrrilrl' l' :l llltlst to provide condusive cnvironm-

,.,,t llrrs hclps irr minimising the ill-effect of the

,r,l\ r't' (' ltl.rlrt cotltlititrnq'

lrollrrliott In Non-ferrous Plants

lrr rrort-l'crroLrs industry also the emission from

rlrllt rflrl rrrrits like smelters etc. has to be contr-

,,llt'rl llrt' conventional copper smelting process-

,,,,, l,rvc flrtl'c irn ount of gas uith anly l/' SCz

s lrt'rc tttrrtlern plants like flash gases having

.l 12", S,,, u'hich can be utiUzed' The roasting

,,1 lt'rrrl rrntl Zinc concentrate produces a large volu-

nr(. ol \\'irslc gases carrying 400 to 50J tons per

rl;rv : rrltrlrttr as dioxide with adverse effect on

vr.p,t'l:rlron and health of population Sulphur diox-

rrk. is citlrcr recluced to element sulphur or to

r onvt'r'l it into sulphuric acid which can be furlher

rr,,r.rl to protluce fertilirels by reaction with rock

l'lrosph:rlc- This gives phosphoric acid which on

,,rrbsctlrtcnt reaction with Amnronia gives Ammo-

rn;r pltn'rllltltte fertiliser'

ln zinc smelter SOz from tne roaster is firstly

t lc:rnctl ancl then converted to SOs and scrubbed

rvrth wa(cr to obtain Hz So+ which is partly used

1.;1 ls11s:hing of the fresh calcine.

In the hydrometallurgical processing the leach

rcsidues are discharged which m:ry be alkaline or

acidic in nature. The pH and chemicrl composi-

tion of this liqul<l and solid emissions havc to b;

monitored continuously' The dumping of such

residues as fine slimes can result in envirottmentrtl

problems due to slow leaching into ground water

as well as convetiug valuable land' The processes

have been developed for residue treatment to gcl

copper/lead sulphicles, calcium sulphate contilining

g.rrnaniu- and gallium and gypsum and haema'its

are produced. n-o solid residuals are left' [r'

""r. of Nickel eKtraction for every ton ol nickel

metal produced 40-lLlO tons of solid waste product

is tc be disposed. ln Alun,inium industry the

alumina manufacturer requires disposal of the

waste residue called Red-mud' trt contains 1-5%

caustic. It is a gr€at environmenta'l hazard and

can contaminate the ground w'lter as well as

destroy vegetation in the vicinitv' The redmud'

caustic content is to be nronitored and reduced by

washing and hydrothermal treatment with lime'

Ways have to be for'rnd out to utilise this water

rvhich generates at a rate of 4 tons for

every ton of Aluminium metal produced'

AttemPts have been made to use

thiq red mud for making bricks' ferroalloys'

cement, concrete and road making material and

catalyst in coal hydrogenation' Presently it is

also being used as filler for rubber and plastic

inclu:.try and also as paint and pigment'

Alumina reduction by smelting also produce

environmental problem' i'e' emission of toxic

firme over a large area of plant' Flourine content

of the gas has to be monitored' 'Ihese gases

are made to pass through fresh alumina so that

some of the flourine can be absorbed Fig' 3'

The toxicity of gaseous flourine varies with

plant species. age, nutritional state of a plant'

weather conditions etc' Flourides can be ingested

by the plant directly through the.leaves' The

flturide ion is a universal cell poison and thus

influences all cells in the human body' Prolonged

exposure to flourides leads to dental fluorosis

ancl skeletal fluorosis, The fluoride uptake of

Tabte 1 Contaminants of water

Plant Contaminant

Coke ovens

Blast furnace

Steel making

Hot rolling and forging

Cold rolling

Finishing processes

(annealing, pickling and electrolytic tinning)

Heat, organic Pollutants, solid

Heat, solid cYanide and Zn

Heat, and high solid conteDt

Heat, scale and oil

Solid oil emulsifiers

Alkalis, emulsion, oil and grease' acids, ircn' salts'

sulphonates and phenol

Liquid effiuent can be monitored by conven-

tional analysis and instruments like pH meters

and conductometric analysis.

Solid waste - This comes from blast furnaces

and steel making shops, coal washeries and

refractory rubble. In a plant of 3 Mt capacity

solid waste is generated to the order of I Mt/a'

The tendency is to utilise this solid waste to the

maximum possible. Accumulation of sterile

heaps of waste materials should be avoided, as

far as possible. It occupies a large space and

can pollute the atmosphere in case of fast winds'

Table No. 3 Mode of solid waste disposal

Material Mode of disposal

Steel furnace slag

Steel making slag

Coal washery shale

Refractory rubble

Iron bearing dust and sludge

Used as road stones, breeze blocks, cement, water

purification or as a filler material

Partly recycled to 8.F., fertiliser

Thrown away

Partly reused

Can be reused in the sinter Plant

(42)
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the working is to be observed regularly by
monitoring of urine samples. A daily intake of
5-8 mg flouride does not tend to osteosclerosis. 9,9u1,

t3""1

0ornplimenls
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Fig. : Ioorn

ouTPUr ROSE 2.s% tN rss6

World raw steel production rose by 2$flast
year, according to figures from the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe.
The year,s output of 734.7 M tonnes comp-
ares with the 715.4 M tonnes made in 19g6.
Most steel-producing countries recorded incr-
reae in production last year, the Commission
says. US output rose by 2.4o/o and that ot China
bV 6%. Japan's output was little changed
with a dectine of only O.7o/o but sharper falls
were registered by Africa (down 2.7%) and
Oceania (down 1O.7%)

Metal News, Vol. 10, No.l
March 19gg

Phonee 12247 &2759

Dependable Surveying
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lnstruments are Vital Tools

For National Reconstruction in the Hands of our

Engineers and Metallurgists

NATIONAT EMPORIUM
'17, Civil Lines

P. 0. Box No. 1

Roorkee- 247 667 (U.P.)

Manufacturers and Repairers of Surveying

Drawing and Mathematical Instruments( 44 )
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Manufacturers of :
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